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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Tennis is becoming an extremely popular sport in Hong Kong -- thanks to such 
big international names as Mlchael Chang. Stefan Edberg. and the likes who have 
been gracing the tournaments held in Victoria Park. Seeing this as a glamorous 
"llfe-style" sport. many young executives and blue-collar workers, including 
celebrities in the entertainment world, are taking up this seemingly expensive 
hobby at an alarming rate. For the enthusiastic ones. this hobby soon turns 
into a life-time sport. These enthusiasts diverge into two groups: one which 
is fortunate enough and financially well-off to be able to join expensive clubs 
whose combined entrance fee and debenture range from HK$120,OOO to 
HK$450.000 (Please refer to Appendix 1 >, the other has to satisfy i.tself with the 
use of populated Urban Council public courts where waiting in Une for hours on 
end to book a one-hour session for the following week is not uncommon. 
Serious tennis players who can be classified under Hong Kong Tennis 
Association's (HKTA) grade B, C and D level tend to enjoy playing competitive 
games with "tournament-rank" players to improve their own skills and to add 
enjoyment and challenge to their games. There is currently a shortage of such 
"tournament-rank" players in Hong Kong. As such enthusiasts of the first group 
spend between HKS20.000 to HK$40,OOO to attend tennis clinics organized by 
top-ranking ex-tournament players like Arthur Ash, John Newcombe and Ken 
Rosewall abroad. Those in the second group simply pack their bags and 
disappear to such places as Macau (Burwash camp). the Philippines. Indonesia 
or Thailand for a week of healthy tennis in sheer frustration of not being able 
to play the amount and kind of tennis in Hong Kong. 
The foregoing gave rise to the idea of establishing a purpose-built. 
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professionally managed tennis resort club In Hong Kong to cater to the needs 
of the tennls enthusiasts, especially those of the second group. 
The Hong Kong Tennis Resort Club Is envisioned to provide the fol1owing 
facilities: 
1) 10 tennis courts (2 indoor and 8 outdoor). 
2) One club house with: restaurant, BBQ terrace, video room, karaoke bar, 
ball machine/practice board. changing/locker rooms, large mineral pool, 
sallna room. therapeutic massage parlor, pro-shop. 
3) One fully furn'shed dormitory for the coaches. 
4) One fully furnished house for the General Manager. 
5) Car park for 100 cars. 
6) Two 24-seater air-conditioned passenger vans for members' exclusive 
usp.. 
7) Swimm\ng pool. 
R) Low-rise bungalows for members' overnight accommodation. 
To differentiate itself from other existing club in towns, the club will have to 
have some unique features as listed below: 
a) ex-professional ten~is players available at all times to coach 
and/or play with members; 
b) intensive live-in tennis clinics of dIfferent durations; 
c) quarterly and annual tournaments to win members' own jackpot prize 
money; 
d) air-conditioned buses to bring members to the club from various 
pick-up pojnts in the territory and vice versa. 
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To satisfy the needs of the said group, the club has to be positioned somewhere 
between the luxurious clubs and the run-of-the-mill sports clubs. Hence, the 
target market of the club will be those in the middle to upper middle class. As 
such. the club seeks to provide its prospective members with the exclusiveness 
of those luxurious clubs at an affordable price. 
A market research was therefore conducted in December 1991 to explore the 
existence and size of the club's potential market, to test the acceptability of 
the product concept vis-a-vis the product itself and the combination of the 
product concept, price, and place. Question"nalres were used in carrying this 
survey; 1000 were sent to individuals and 300 to corporations. The overall 
responses rate was as high as 22%. 
Our research findings revealed that a big proportion of those who now play 
tennis were wllling to join the club (56.9%); surprisingly, an even bigger 
proportion of potential players (those who do not play tennis now but may take 
up the sport later) showed keen interest in jolnlng the club (62.6%). And among 
those who do play tennis, 71.8% of the active ones (those who play tennis at 
least once a week) expressed their willingness to join the club. 
With the membership fee set at HK$30,OOO, the price was readily acceptable. At 
HKS45.000, the price was stUI acceptahle~; at HKS60.000, it was also acceptable, 
but less so. Those respondents preferred Sai Kung as the place for club over 
Tal Po. 
The result also gave us a proftle of the club's potential members. The club 
seemed to be most attractive to those between the age of 20 and 29, followed 
by those in the 30-39 and 40-49 age group respectively. Those earning a 
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monthly income of HK$40,OOO-HKS44,999 produced the hIghest proportion of those 
who are will1ng to join the club. "Managers, professionals in the fleldR of 
engineering, Rales and marketing showed the keenest interest \n becoming 
members. 
On the corporate side, companies which offered club membership to its eitgib1e 
executives as part of their compensation package and those that were 
considering this at the time of the survey expressed almost equal interest in 
signing np as corporate members of the club. Tt was found that prices proposed 
for corporate membership did not affect substantially the purchase Intention of 
the companies, the results showed that HK$55,OOO was the most acceptable price 
through. 
Based on our financial projection, the total cost of the establishing the Hong 
Kong Tennis Resort Club will be a.round HK$46.62 million. An initial capital 
investment of HK$12 milHon wil1 be required to purchase a 100,000 sq.ft. piece 
of land. The construction will have to be financed partly through hank loans 
totalling HK$27 mUll on -- about 58% of the total project cost. For the 
investors, the payback period is as short as 2.12 years, and the return on their 
investment over the first fIve operational years ranges from 39.52% to 68.95%. 
As for the creditors, the loans can be repaid within the first three operational 
years of the club. . 
In the final analysis, the Hong Kong Tennis Resort Club concept is highly 
acceptable and the potential market Is virtually untapped. Consequently, the 
project will provide an extremely good investment opportunity for inveRtors and 
it presents minimal default risk for banks willing to finance it. 
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11. THE MARKET RESEARCH - METHODOLOGY, STATISTICS, ANn LTMITATTONS 
A. METHODOLOGY 
The market research was carried out through the use of purpose-built 
questionnaires. They were designed to test The Hong Kong Tennis Resort 
Club as a new product concept, to determine the magnitude of the market 
and its sensitivity towards the pricing and location of the club, and to 
obtain a proflle of the potential market. 
Two sets of qllestionna.ires were designed to test two separate markets -
individual and corporate. It was assumed that the potential market for 
individual membership In the club included people who are tennis players 
or potential tennis pJayers, and who can afford the pre-determtned 
membership fees and monthly subscription fees. Since it was not possihle 
to draw a sample directly from this target population, we drew a sample 
from a closely related population - one in which the people have the 
financial capabHity and possibJe interest in joining the club. 
Thus, we drew our sample from a list of American Gold Card holders, 
which we believe was representative of the target population. For this 
research, we got a sample of 1000 names from a mailing list marketing 
company which had a Hst of 6500 AE Gold Card holders. The entire 
population of AE Gold Card holders is unknown. A manager of 'this 
mailing Hst marketing company surmised that there are at least 100,000 
such cardholders. However, we do not have any sol\d data to support 
this estimate. Nevertheless. statistical analysis can be used to determine 
the individuals· reception of the product concept in this small population 
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of 6500 persons. Tn fact, if 700 out of the population of 6500 (] O.R%) 
express their willingness to join the club, the club will have been a good 
product concept; by extrapolatIon, the concept will also be acceptab1e to 
the target population. Hence, 6500 can be considered as a meaningful 
population size for testing purposes. 
The potential market for corporate membership includes companies that 
offer or plan to offer to their executives as part of their . benefits 
package. Again, it was not possible to draw a sample directly from this 
target population. Given this, we drew a sample of 300 companies from 
a total of 3,770 (the problem of dupllcatlon was taken into consideration.) 
listed in the directories below. 
i) The Canadian Chamber of Commerce In Hong Kong 90/91, 
it) The Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce 9], 
Hl)The American Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong 91/92. 
The entire population Is unknown although The Hong Kong Statistics 
Digest, Sep 91, indicated that the number of importers/exporters in Hong 
Kong at the time was over 14,000. Similarly, if 300 (R.O%) out of the 
3770 companies listed in the three directories express their wi111ngness 
to join the club, statistically, the product concept will have t)~sted 
and proven as good. and thereby acceptable to the target populatIon. 
Consequently, 3770 companies used as the population sizA in out 
statistical ana.lysis can be ~a'd as meaningful. 
The questionnaire deslgned for indtvtdualR has been divided · into ~'x 
parts. Part T asked respondents to answer some genera) questions related 
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to tennl~. 
This part was deemed necessary to extract from the respondents such 
information as: ]) whether they play tennis or not; 2) the frequency in 
playing tennis; 3) the days on which and the time of day at which they 
play tennis; 4) the place where they usually play and the ease with 
which they can book a court; 5) membership in clubs which offer tennis 
facilities. Part 11 to IV goes into the actual testing the respondents' 
willingness to join the club given the different combinations of product, 
price and place factors. For Part V, the respondents were asked about 
theIr opinion on the installment scheme, the optima] number of club 
members, and their perceived value of this club. Part VT .was designed 
to soHcit personal information on the respondents for coming up with a 
profile of the potential market. 
The questionnaire for companies is similar to the one designed for 
individuals, with the exception of Parts 1 and VT. Part T sought to 
determine the proporti.on of companies which currently offers or will offer 
club membership to eHgible executives. Part VT contains questions which 
wi11 used to obtain a profile of the responding company. 
On 5 necember 1991, a total of ] 300 questionnaires, was sent out with a 
cover letter each; 1000 werA sent to individuals and 300 to corporations 
in our sample. On] 2 Oecember 1991 t reminders were sent to all 
individuals and corporations. By 31/12/91, we received responses from 
206 individuals and RA companies. rrhe overall response rate was 22% 
(20.6% on the individual 'questlonnaire and 26.7% on the corporations) 
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The t.wo quest\onnai.res, t.he cover and reminder let.t.ers have been 
attached to this report under ~Appendlces 2 to 6. 
B. STATISTICAL ANALYSTS 
To analyze the data collected from the responses made in Parts TT, TIt, and 
IV of both questionnaires, hypothesis testing was llsed to allow for 
sampling error which 1S always present since the samples are not 
necessarily mirror image of the population. 
Let us first define some symbols and variables before proceeding. 
MO) : The number of individual members required to make the club to 
profitable. M(i) = 700 (Please refer to the financial projections.) 
M(c) : rrhe number of corporat.e members required to make the club 
profitable. M(c) = 300 (Please refer to the financial projections.) 
N(i) : Target populat.ion size of individual membership. NO) = 6500 
N(c) : Target population size of corporate membership. N(c) = 3770 
PO) : Actual population proportion of individuals who will join the club. 
P(c) Actua.l popu.lation proportion of companies which will join the club. 
X(l) Expect.ed sample proportion of individuals who will join the club. 
X(c) : Expected sample proportion of companies which will join the club. 
For thJs club to be profitable, the following condittons have to be met: 
1. PO» (M(l) / NO» 
Le. the proportion of individuals wl11ing to join the club has 
to be greater than M(i) / NO). 
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2. P(c) > (M(c) / N(c» 
i.e. the proportion of companies willing to join the club has 
to be greater than M(c) / N(c). 
To establish the confidence level of the above two estimates, we have to 
go through the following stepR: 
1) SF!T THE HYPOTHESES: 
The null hypotheses are: 
PO) =< (MO) / N(i» - 700/6500 
membership 




The corresponding alternative hypotheses are therefore, 
Ha P(l) > (M(i) / N(l». for 'ndlvldual membership 
Ha P{c,) > (M(c) / N(c»). for corporate membership 
2) THE TYPE OF ERROR AND CONFIDENCE LEVEL 
Having set the hypotheses, we can then proceed to test them. For 
this project, we want to have a 99°Aa confidence level; the risk and 
probability of rejecting the null hypothesis that is true (Type I 
error) can then be reduced to 1 %. fly reducing the error to a 
minimum, we hope to make it much more difficult to reject the null 
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hypothesis that is true. 
~ ) "~S" S" A "T8"T C 
Now, Let us assume that P(t) and P(c) are just a hit smaller than 
700/6500 and 300/3770 respe9tively. They are, thus, the largest. 
possible proportion such that the null hypothesis can still be held. 
Since PO) and (l-P(i» are neither t.oo small nor too higand '-hoth 
N(i)*P(t) and N(i)*(l-P(i» are larger than 5, we can then "use the " 
norma] distribution to approximate the bl"nomia)" distribution. The 
same holds true for P( c) and ( 1-P( c» and the corresponding 
N(c)*P(c) and N{c)a(l-p(c». Consequently, we may use the formulae~ 
or 
where, 
Z = (Api - P(i» I Spl 
A. - P(l) + Z * 8· Pl pt 
and Z = (Ape - P(c» / Spc 
and Ape = P(c) + Z • 8pc 
Z is the symbol for standardized normal deviate. Setting the risks 
and probability of Type J error at 1 %, the Z score of 2.3~ wi11 thus ' 
be llsed i.n all our computations. 
Sit S are the standard deviation of the sample proportion PO) . " p pc 
P(c) respectively. 
S. = { {(700/6500)*(5800/6500)] / 6500 }t/2 = 0.003845 
Pl 
S = { [(300/3770)* (3470/3770)) / 3770 }112 = 0.004408 
pe 
A i 
A are the action limits, Le., the threshold which determines p t pe • 
whether the null hypothesis should be rejected or not. 
A. = 700/6500 + 2.33 • 0.003R5 = 0.1167 
Pl 
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Ape = 300/~770 + 2.:13 • 0.00441 = 
Graphically. we have: 




4) THE nECISION RULE 
" 
'Ci) 







Referring to the graph, if X(t) =< Api or X(c) =< Ape then Ho 
should not be rejected; if X(l) > Apt or X(c) > Ape then reject Ho· 
Therefore, if the expected sample proportion of individuals or 
companies willing to join the club is greater than the action limit 
Apt and Ape respecti.vely, then we have a 99% confl.dence level of 
accepting that the actual population proportion P(l) and P(c) \s 
larger than M(i)/N(i) and M(c)/N(c) respectively. 
c. LIMITATION 
In carrying out this market research, we have to note the follow1ng 
limitations which may affect the accuracy of the results. 
Bi.as may have occurred in sampling from the target population. By 
assumIng that the American Express Gold Card holders were representative 
of the entire target population, and by assllm1.ng that the name list 
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obtained f-rom the mailing list company was a representative of all the AE 
Gold Card holders. Similarly, sampling from the three directories may not 
be truly representative of all Hong Kong companies. We tried to minimize 
the sampling error hy keeping the Type T error as low as possible. 
Although our response rate \s relatively high, the proportion of those who 
did not respond to our initial questionnaires and subsequent remInder \s 
even higher. This cannot be ignored ontright. A tlast, they are 
indifferent to the product concept. But the worst case is that they have 
no interest whatsoever in joining the club and so they did not bother to 
respond at all; this could affect our research results considerably. 
The questionnaires were not trans.lated into Chinese, this could have 
impaired the respondents' understanding of the questions asked. In any 
case, a pilot test was conducted and the questionnaire seemed reasonably 
simple and comprehensive to those who were approached for this pUot 
test. 
Some questions required respondents to non-measurable answers, 
especially their intention of joining this tennis club. These kind of 
answers may easily he changed under different condition. Because 
responses such as these were not easily measurable, totally dJfferent 
responses could have been given under a different set of conditions --
whatsoever there might be. Results could be substantially different from 
what we have presented here. 
We must acknowledge that the people who responded to our questionnaire 
addressed to companies may put in their own preferences and prejudices. 
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It is assumed that these people have the authority, to a greater or lesser 
extent, to decide which clubs their companies are to join ln order to 
nominate their el\gible exeClltiveR aR the rightful hen-efactors of their 
memberships. Tt Is also assumed that in answering the quest'onnaire, 
these people have in mind the interest of their companies and that of the 
el1gible executives . . 
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Ill. MARKET RESEARCH ANALYSTS RESPONSES, RESHLTS, AND 
RECOMMENOATTONS 
In this part of the project report, we shall go through each of the questions to 
explain why each was included in the questionnaire and to ,make some 
conclusions and recommendations based on the results obtained. To estimate the 
association between the respondents' characteristic information gather and the 
possibllity of their joining the club, a correlation of certain relevant questions 
with Q.8 has been carried out. 
A. Questionnaire Directed to Tndividuals 
Q.] Thi.s question was designed to find out whether tennis was indeed as 
popular in Hong Kong today as we claimed in the executive summary_ 
From the results, it can be seen that ] out of 2 locals is either engaged 
in or wll1 take np tennis. Given this, tennis is becoming truly popular 
among the locals even if it is not. so as the moment! 
The correlation analysis shows that 62% of the potential tennis players 
expressed willingness to join the club, higher than that of current players 
of tennis (56.90At). Non-tennis players also showed interest 'n joining the 
club (45%); as such, this group should not be neglected. 
Although we do not know the reason each group has in joining the club, 
it can be inferred that the club - given its facilities and salient features 
_ fulfiUs the needs of all three groups. Tt is worth mentioning that the 
coaches not involved only in playlng with "good" tennis players and in 
conducting clinics for them; they should also be asked to teach beginners 
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so as to enhance the latter's interest in the Rport. 
PROPORTION OF TENNIS PLAYERS 
Number 
120 60 .. 
80 .o~ 
40 20~ 
_ Number of people _ peroentage 
Total valid re.pon ... are 20. 
Class DESCRTPTTON F'REQ. % 
1 Yes 69 3::J.8 
2 No, but T may take up the sport 36 17.6 
later 
3 No 99 4R.5 
Total number of valid responses 204 100.0 
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Class of peopl~ Tennis Potential Non-tennis 
~ 
player tennis player player 
Frequency 69 ::15 9:l 
Expected sampl~ :-l9.!l 2] .9 4] .4 
proportion of people 
in this class who will 
join the club 
Expected value in % 56.9 62.6 44.5 
Q.2 This question was designed to separate the tennis players into 2 groups: 
the active and the not-so-active tennis players. By active, we mean 
that these people play tennis at least once a week. 'rhe Tesn lts 
classified 26 ont of 70 ,tennis players (::17.1 %) as active players, they 
reprnsent aronnd 12.7% of the total numher of respondents. Tt stands to 
reason that these active players would show keen \nterest in jolntng the 
club; our correlation analysis shows 71.R% of this gronp can h~ expected 









_ Number ot people _ peroentage 
TOTAL NUMBER OF ""LID RESPON8E8 ARE 70 
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ITEM OESCRJPTION FREQ. 
" 
] More than twice ' a week 2 2.9 
2 Twice a week 6 8.6 
3 Once a week )8 25.7 
4 Twice a month 7 10.0 
5 Once a month 7 10.0 
6 Less than 6 tImes a year 26 37.1 
7 Others 4 5.7 
Total number of valid 70 100.0 
responses 
C1ass of people Active tennis Non-active 
player tennis player 
Frequency 26 44 
Expected sample 18.7 21.5 
proportion of people 
in this class who will 
join the club 
Expected value In % 71.R 48.9 
Q.3 This question was included in the questionnaire to f,jnd out for which 
day(s) of the week the respondents play tennis. This information was 
deemed necessary to estimate the court occupancy rate on anyone day 
of the week. The results showed that among 70 tennis players, most of 
them played tennis on saturdays (29 people, 41.4%). Public hoJidays (] 4 
people, 20.0%) and Sundays (14 people, 20.0 CH.) are also popular days for 
playing tennis. 



















Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fr. 
Play on which day? 
Sat P.H. Not 
Fixed 









Public Holidays 14 
No specific day 26 
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Q.4 This question is akin to the one right before this. It sought to determine 
the time of the day at which the respondents play tennis. It would be 
usefu1 In estimating the court occupancy rates and the pricing o~ the 
court fees. From the survey results. most of them played tennis after 
work · (24 out of 70, ~4.3%). A significant number of respondents do play 













0" 2 3 
" 
5 6 7 
When do you play? 
.- Number of people _ peroentage 
Tot •• Vlltld re.po" .... re 70 
ITEM DESCRIPTTON FREQ. % 
1 In the morning 18 25.7 
2 During lunch breaks 2 2.9 
3 In the evening 21 ::JO.O 
4 Before going to work . J ] .4 
5 After work 24 34.3 
6 No particular t.ime 21 ::JO.O 
7 Others 1 1.4 
Total number of valid responses 70 100.0 
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Q.5 Where do the respondents play tennis? It was found that more than half 
llsed thp. courts provlded by the Urban CouncH (39 people, 56.5%), and 
34.8% used the tennis facilities in private clubs. A very small proportion 















Where do you play? 
_ Number of people _ peroentage 
DESCRIPTION FREQ. 
Urban Council ~9 
Private Clubs 24 
Sports Clubs R 
Others 15 
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Q.6 Among the respondents, 47 (67.1%) felt that it was difficult to book a 
tennis court; this finding afflrmesl our basic assumption that there are not 
enough courts to meet its demand. It therefore follows that the Hong 
Kong Tennis Resort Club should he very attractive to tennis players. The 
correlation between the respondents' possibility of joining the club 
(considering only the concept itself), and the difficulty of hooking a 
tennis court becomes very meaningfuJ. The results showed that those who 
experienced difficulty In booking a tennis court, 63.3% can be expected 
to join the club. 
We anticipated that most of the respondents engaged in this sport would 
be using the grossly populated courts provided by the Urban Council or 
the limited number of courts in the private clubs. Hence, Q.5 is followed 
through with this question to find out the degree of ease or difficulty 
with our respondents have been able to book the courts. 











2 3 5 6 7 8 
eaay to book oourt? 
_ Number of people _ peroentage 
Total valid re.pon ... are 70 
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ITEM DESCRIP"ION FREQ. % 
1 Absolutely' dIfficult . 3 4.3 
2 Very dlfficult 1 1 15.7 
3 SHghtly difficult 21 30.0 
4 Difficult 12 17.1 
5 Easy 5 7.1 
6 Quite easy ' 14 20.0 
7 Very easy 2 2.9 
8 Extremely easy 2 2.9 
Total number of valid responses 70 100.0 
Class of people Feel difficu 1 t to Feel easy to book 
book tennls court tennis court 
Frequency 47 23 
Expected sample proportion 29.8 10.3 
of people in this class who 
will join the club 
Expected value In % 63.3 44.9 
Q.7 The next logical question to ask of the respondents is obviously whether 
they currently are members of other existing clubs with tennis facilities 
so that havjng obtained the response to t.his question, the data can t.hen 
be correlated with their willl ngness to join the Hong Kong Tennis Resort 
Club given the product concept only. The results showed that only 35 
out of 198 respondents (17.7%) were members of clubs which provided 
facilities for playing tennis. It was also found that for those people who 
have no club membership, the expected sample proportion of this class of 
people who will join the club was as high as 52.9%. Nevertheless, the 
expected value of the sample proportion for the other class of people was 
also high. Two things can be inferred from those results: first. this club 
is more attractive to those who have no club membership. Second, those 
people who already have membership in other clubs are still interested in 
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joining this club. The club must have certain features that attract both 
group of people. Thus, the prop.osed membershIp fee of HK$30,OOO 1s much 
more affordable and the proposed monthly subscription fee of the club I.s 
neither too high nor too low. Incidentally, we discovered that the 
membership joining fee of the respondents range from HK$150,OOO to 















_ Number of people _ peroentage 









Class of people Have club Have no club 
membership membership 
Frequency 35 159 
Expected sample 17.1 R4.1 
proportion of people 
in this class who will 
join the club 
Expected value in % 48.9 52.9 
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Q.8 This question 1s the crux of the qllestionnatre. Tt sought to test the 
acceptabilIty of the new product concept to the respondents. In this 
questIon, the product concept was defined very elaborately by listing the 
special features of this purpose-built tennts resort club. The expected 
sample proportion of people willing to join the club turned out to be as 
high as 102.5, given the product concept alone. Using the test statistic 
and the decision rule set out in the foregoing section in statistical 
analysis, we can therefore reject the null hypothesis since: we have the 
following result.: 
x (i) - 102.5/197 - 0.5205 > Apj - 0.1167 
The product concept can thus be said as being extremely acceptable to 
the target population. 






o 23.68 7 8 9 ID o 1 
_ Number at' people _ percentage 
Total valid re.po"". are 181 
16 .. 
10% 
6 .. ' 
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T'rEM .OESCRTP'rTON FREQ. % 
0 No chance or almost no chance 24 ] 2.2 
1 Very slight possihlllty R 4.1 
2 Slight possihility 1 ) 5.6 
::l Some posRihi lity ]R 9.1 
4 Fair posRihiHty 15 7.6 
5 Fairly good possihility 14 7.1 
6 Good possi hi 11 ty 25 12.7 
7 Prohable 25 ] 2.7 
R Very probable 3R ] 9.!l 
9 AJmost Sllr~ 9 4.6 
]0 Certain, practically certain ]0 5.1 
'rota) nnmhnr of valtd responses ]97 100.0 
Expected no. of people who will 102.6-
join the club 
Q.9 This question sought to mea.sure the effect of different price l~vel on the 
respondents' purchase intention, Le., their willingness to join the club. 
Several joinjng/membership fees were proposed and the responoents were 
asked the possih'Uty of thetr joining the club under each. 
(1) When the joining fee was set at $30000, it was fonnd that 75.9 people 
can · he expected to jotn the cluh. rrhe resulting decision from the 
hypothesis testing wa.s to reject the null hypothesis. 
X(t) - 75.9/169 - 0.4491 > Apt = 0.1167 
Given the product and the price of HK$::lOOOO, the cluh 's readily 
acceptable to the target pop1l1atJon. 













JOIN CLUB. POSSIBILITY 









o 2 3 4 ~ 6 7 8 9 10 
_ Number of people _ percentage 
Total valid re.po"". are 189 
OESCRJPTTON FREQ. 
No chance or almo~t no chance 28 
Very slight pos~ibi1ity 9 
Slight possihility 22 
Some possibility ]6 
Fair possi bil lty 12 
Fairly good possibiJity A 
Good possihility 2] 
Probable 15 
Vory probable 17 
Almost snre 9 
Certain, practically certain ]2 






Expected no. of people who will 75.9 
join the club 
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(2) At the price of HK$45000, it was found t.hat the null hypoth~ses could 
sti" hA rejected given the computa.tion below: 
x ( t ) - :1]. fi.l) J:1 - 0.2790 > A pi = 0.1 J 67 
'rhus, with joining fee set a.t HK$4fiOOO, t.he cluh \s still acceptahle t.o the 
respondents. 
JOIN CLUB POSSIBILITY 
PRICE FACTOR ($45000) 










o 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 
_ Number at people _ peroentage 
Total valid ,...pon.e •• ,.. '13 
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T'1'EM nESCRIP~TON FRF,Q. % 
0 No chance or almost no chance :1:1 29.2 
] V~ry slight possihilit.y ]7 15.0 
2 Rlight possihility 12 ] 0.6 
3 Rome possi hi 1i ty R 7.1 
4 Fair possihility 1 1 9.7 
5 Fairly good possihilit.y ] ] 9.7 
6 Good possi hHity ]0 R.8 
7 Probahle 2 1.8 
8 Very prohable 7 6.2 
9 Almost sure 2 1.8 
]0 Certain, practically certain 0 0.0 
Total number of valid responses 1 ] 3 100.0 
Expected no. of people who wUl 3J .5 
join t.he club 
(3) Raising t.he joining fee HK$60000, it was found t.hat t.he expected 
proportion of people wl11\ng to join the club 1S still sufficient to reject 
the null hypot.hesis since: 
X(J) - 20.5/124 = 0.1656 > Api = 0.1167 
Tt is worth noting that as the joining fee 1s raised, X(l) gets closer to 
the action limit Api' This is to be expect.cd. Nevertheless, at. HKS60000, 
we can have n 99% confidence level of making a correct dectsion, that of 
rejecting t.he nul), hypothesis as fn]sp., Tn other words, this means that 
there should be a sufficient nnmher of individllR..ls (>700) willing to join 
the club to make the project viahle. 













JOIN CLUB POSSIBILITY 
PRICE FACTOR ($60000) 
Number 








8 9 10 
- Number ot people _ peroentage 
Total valid re.pon ... are 12<4 
nESCRTPl'TON FREQ. 
No chance or almo~t no chanc~ 5~ 
Very sHght po~si hilit.y 25 
Slight. possihilit.y 15 
Somp. possibility 11 
Fair possihtHty 5 
Fairly good possibility 5 
Good possJ hi 1 i ty 4 
Prohable El 
Very probable 1 
Almost snre 0 
Certain, practically certain 0 
Tota.] number of valld rcsponse~ J24 
Expected no. of people who will 20.5 
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Q.I0 G\vnn the product wit.h $30000 set. as t.he joining fee, what nffnct does 
the location have on · the respol1dents' willingness to jotn the club? 'l'wo 
places were given as possible location of the proposed tennis c1uh. 
(1) Tf the club were to be located 'n 'l'ai Po, the place -- given the 
product and price 1s acceptable t.o the respondents such that: 
X(i) - 59.~/146 - 0.4062 > Api - 0.1167 
So that the null hypothesis can be rejected. 
JOIN CLUB POSSIBILITY 







15 10 .. 
10 
5 
o 0 .. 
o 23. 667 8 9 W 
_ Number of people _ peraentage 
Total vand re.pon ••• ate 1,", 
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I'T'EM DESCRJP1'TON FREQ. % 
0 No chance or alm,oAt no chance 32 2J .9 
1 Very slight possthHity ]2 R.2 
2 Slight possihility ]4 9.6 
:l Some possi hi lity ] J 7.5 
4 Pair possihility R 5.5 
n Fnirly good possibHity R 5.5 
6 Good possi biltty ]9 1 !l.O 
7 Probable 17 ] ] .6 
R Very probahle ]5 J O.~ 
9 Almost snre R 5.5 
]0 Certain, practically certain 2 1.4 
rrotaJ number of vaHd responses 146 JOO.O 
Expected no. of people who will 59.3 
join the club 
(2) As for locating the club in Sal Kung, the sample proportion of 
individuals willlng to join the club 1s higher than if the cluh were to be 
in 'rai Po. 'rhis implies that the target populat.ion prefers to have the 
clUb be located in Sai Kung than in 'fal Po. The hypothesis test yielded: 
X(i) - 66.5/154 - 0.4:117 } Api = 0.1]67 
SlJch that the null hypothesis could he rejocted. 














JOIN CLUB POSSIBILITY 













0% o 234 567 8 9 10 
- Number of people _ peroentage 
Tota' valid re.po"". are 154 
n ESCRIP'r' 0 N FREQ. 
No chance or almost no chanc0. ::1] 
Very slight possibility 15 
Slight possibiHty ]2 
Some possi bi 1i t.y 10 
Fair possibility 9 
Fairly good possJhiJity 10 
Good possibility ]5 
Prohab)e J4 
Very probabJn 26 
AJmo~t sure 9 
Certain, practl ca) ly certain :l 
'rotal number of valid responsos J54 
Expected no. of people who will 66.5 
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Q.) 1 'rhls question basically asked the respondents whether they wou ld pr~fer 
to pay the joining/membership !p.e on an 1nstallment basis. 25 (13.0%> 
responded 'Yes' ~nd 12:l (64.] %) t1r.ked 'Yes. but it depends on the terms'. 

















- Number ot people _ peroentage 




Yes, but it depends on tho terms J2::l 
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Q.12 As a follow-up to the previous question, thiR one asked the respondents 
if the tnstaUment scheme would enhance the posslbtHty of their joining 
. the club. Tt was found that 134 people (70.9%) saJd that the installment 
scheme would. Nevertheless. given that the bulk responded 'yes, but it 
dependR on the term' to the prevjous queRtion, the terms have to he made 
attractive enough to truly enhance their possi bHity of joining the club. 












1 0% 2 
- Number of people _ peroentage 
Tota' valid re.pon ... are 189 
TTEM DESCRIPTTON FREQ. % 
1 Yes 1::l4 70.9 
2 No 55 29.1 
Total number of valid respons~R JR9 J 00.0 
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Q.l a This question asked the respondents' opinjon r~gardjng the optimal n1Jmb~r 
of members (indlvtdual and corporate) this club should hA.ve. A.lmost A. 
Quarter of the respondents (4~ people, 22.R%) felt that the optimal 
number of members should be ROt to 1000. However, another quarter of 
the respondents thought that 40] -600 members shou ld be optimal. ' Tn any 
case, the original proposal of having 1000 members is quite acceptable, 
and it has to h~ so in order to ensure the club's profitabJ 1 ity. 








2 3 4 6 6 7 
_ Number of people _ percentage 
Total valid re.po" ... are 188 
J'rEM J)ESCRIP'rTON FREQ. % 
] 200 
- 400 ~6 19.0 
2 40) - 600 41 21.7 
3 60] - ROO 32 J 6.9 
4 RO] - 1000 43 22.8 
5 JOOJ 
-
]200 13 6.9 
6 120J - 1400 ]3 6.9 
7 Others ] ] 5.R 
Total number of valid responses ]R9 100.0 
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Q.] 4 'rhis qlleRtion sought to find ont if this new product concept wns of good 
v::tllle for one'R money.. The majority (1~6 people, 71.6%) responded 'Yes' 
and that they would recommend this club to others. Wh~n so many 
respondentR consider th.e club as good V::thlP. for one's money, it can be 
seen t.hat apart from any motives the respondents may have for )oinlng 
this club, they beHeve that the ctub presents an attractive investment 
opportunity. 1'he correlation analysis showeo that for t.hose who thOl)ght 
that the club W::lS of good vaJue for one's money, 5R.7°,. cOll.ld be expected 
to jojn thiR club. On the other hand, t.hose who thought ot.herwise, t.hcre 
was still a hl gh expected proporti on (~9 .2%). 












The olub la ot value 
_ Number of people _ peroentage 
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CJass of people Think that t.hn Do not think 
club is of good t.hat. the ct u b is 
vatllo of good value 
Frequency ]!l5 53 
Expect.ed s::lmplc 79.2 20.8 
proportion of people in 
t.his .clas::; who will j01n 
this club 
Expect.ed value 1n % 5A.7 39.2 
('1'alking only t.he product. concept. into consideration) 
Q.15 More than half of the respondents (133, 66.5%) are married and twice as 
many who arc stHl single.. This leads us to believe that the prospective 
memhers of the club will be married peopte. However, the club, as it was 
described, seemed to at.tract those who are singte. This wns revealed by 
the correlation analysis. Hence, facil1ties for the children may have to 
be added to the oxisting ones. Family memher!'lhip and how it should be 
priced shoutd also he considered. Finally, the same cflnics have to 
organized for members and their families. These w\ll enable the club 
capture tne larger of the two markets. 
RESPONDENTS PROFILE 
Marital Status 









_ Number of people _ peroentage 
Total v~nd ,..pon ••• are 200 
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CLASS DESCRIP'MON F'R~Q. % 
1 Married 1:l:l 66.fi 
2 Single 65 :l2.5 
:l Others 2 1.0 
Total n umher of valid respon~cs 200 100.0 
Class of pcople Married Single 
Frequency ]29 65 
Expectnd sample proportion 6::1.0 :l7.A 
of people in this class who 
are wHling to join the club 
Expected valuc in % 4A.A 58.2 
Q.l? The respondcnt~t age distrihution is givcn helow. Most of the respondcnt~ 
were between ::10-:l9 years old (RA people, 44.0%). It \s not surprising 
hecause by this age, most people would have achi.eved a certain level of 
income and financ1al stabtUty so as to direct their attention to their own 
health. The correlation analys1.s revealed that the 20- 2.9 age group shows 
the most interest in joi.ning the club, followed closely by those in the ~o-
:l9 and 40-4-9 ago groups. 









2 3 6 6 
- Number of people _ peroentage 
TTEM OESCRJPTTON FREQ. 
1 < 20 5 
2 20 - 29 !lR 
::J ::JO - ::J9 RA 
4 40 - 49 44 
5 50 - fi9 ]7 
6 )= 60 R 
'rotal nllmhnr of valid rOSpOnSp.R 200 
Class of people <20 20-29 !l0-}19 40-49 
Frequency 5 !lR R7 4!l 
Expected sample proportion 2.~ 22.!l 49.9 21.2 
of people in this class who 
are willing to join the club 
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Q.17 Most of the respondents were males (14A people, 74.4%). Although the 
target population ts dominated by man, the correlation fesults show that 
women ~xprp.ss a great~r wilHngness to join the club (56.6%) than Man 
















_ Number of peopl. _ percentage 
Total "attd reapon .. a are '8$ 
CLASS OESCRTPTION PREQ. 
1 MaJe J4A 
2 Female 5J 
Total numher of valid responses J99 
Class of people Male Fern.aJe 
Frequency J44 51 
Expect.ed sample proportion 7:1.:1 2A.8 
of people in this class who 
wi 11 join the club 
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Q.l R 'rhe re~llttst revealed thnt most. of the rcspondent~ had mont.hly income 
in the ra.nge of HKSlfiOOO-19999 (48 people, 24.1%) and followed the 
ranges given helow in ascending the order. 
< 15000 (47 people. 23.6%) 
20000 - 24999 (:J5 people, ) 7.6%) 
>= 4fiOOO (25 peop lp., 12.6%) 
25000 - 29999 (J 9 people, 9.5~) 
30000 
- 34999 ( 10 people, 5.0%) 
40000 - 44999 (9 people, 4.5%) 
::J5000 - 39999 (6 people, 3.0oAl) 
When correlating the possibility of t.heir joining this club (taking only the 
product concept into con~ldp.ration), the ana.lysis show~ that there is a 
general trend in which the possi bility of join ing the club increnses with 
the increase 1n month Iy income. For there is the highest income gronp, 
LA. those with monthly income greater than or equal to HK$45000, thf! 
product concept does not seem very attractive. The feR.1 reR.son hehind 
th is 1S unknown although we C::ln guess that they are those who havo the 
financia.1 capabiJity and the backgronnd and/or connections required to 
join the more exclusive, 1 uxurioHs Chlhs. 
Nevertheless, when the price factor was included in the correlation 
analysis, the possibility of respondents in the monthly income range of 
HK$40000-44999 joining the cluh was consistently higher than the other 
groups of respondents. 'rhis seems to suggest that the club ShOll Id target 
people in the said monthly income range. 'rhey have acquired a certain 
status which preclude them fTom joining the run-of-the-mill cluhs, and 
yet not high enough to enahle them to join the exclusive ones. As such, 
The Hong Kong Tennis Resort Club 
Class 










2 3 7 8 
- Nwnber ot people _ percentage 
Total valid .... pon ...... 188 
CLASS OESCRJP'rTON PREQ. 
1 < 15000 47 
2 J5000 - ]9999 4A 
!1 20000 - 24999 ::lfi 
4 25000 - 29999 19 
5 30000 - :14999 10 
6 3fiOOO - ::l9999 6 
7 40000 - 44999 9 
A >= 4fiOOO 2fi 
'rota) number of valid responses ]99 
of peopJe J 2 ::l 4 5 













Expected ~ample 2~.6 2:1.A J A.:1 . 1 J .2 fi.A :1. ) 6.1 
proporti on of peopJ P. in 
this class who wilt join 
tho club 
Expected value in % 5] .2 5l.R 52.4 5R.9 5R.0 5] .7 67.7 
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PROSPECTIV~ CUSTOMER PROFILE 
Classify with different monthly income 
Expeoted no. ot people 









2 3 4 . 1 7 • 
Joining F_ 
-- HK,30000 --+- HK,"5000 ~ HK,80000 
Totat wallet ..... pon ... ant 178 
PROSPECTIVE CUSTOMER PROFILE 









o .. +---~----~---.----,---~----,----; 
1 2 3 5 ts 7 • 
Joining Fe. 
- HKPOOOO --+- HKf45000 --- HKf80000 
Total wallet reepon". _re 178 
Page 4::1 
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Class of p~ople 1 2 ::l 4 5 I) 7 R 
Frequency 40 37 30 17 9 6 R 22 
Expected sample ] 2.9 ] 5.7 15.6 R.2 3.R 2.R 4.7 J 1 .2 
proportion of pp.opl~ in 
this class who wilJ join 
the cluh 
Expected vahJp. in ~ 32.:1 42.3 52.0 4R.2 42.4 46.5 5R.R 51.0 
(HK$30000 joining fee factoTed into the analysis) 
Class of people ] 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Frequency 24 27 21 12 4 2 6 17 
Expected sample 5.3 6.6 6.9 2.5 O.R 0.3 2.R 0.4 
proporti on of people in 
this class who will join 
the club 
Expected value in % 22.] 24.4 32.6 2] .0 20.3 15.0 40.2 37.9 
(HK$45000 joining fee factored into the analysis) 
Class of pnopl~ ] 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Prequ~ncy 26 34 23 JO 5 2 7 J7 
Expected sampJe 3. j 5.5 3.9 0.7 0.6 0.0 2.5 4.2 
proportion of people in 
this c1ass who wi t1 join 
the club 
Expected value in % ] 2.0 J 6.3 10.9 6.7 J 2.4 ] .0 35.9 24.5 
(HK$60000 joining fee fact.ored into the analysis) 
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Q.19 Glvnn the divnrse occnpntions of thn respondents, we can say that onr 
sampHng has pretty much covp..red the entire gamut of professions and 
jobs in which the middle to upper middle class people are cngagnd. There 
are a few occnpat1ona.1 fie1ds which dominate ollrsurvey; these are sales 
and marketing mAnagement, middle manngemnnt, acconntancy, engineoring. 
When correlation each of category of occupations with the respondents' 
possibility of joining the club in that class, the results reveaJed that 
those in sales and marketing, middle management, and in the technical 
fIeld are the ones who showed keen interest in the clUb. This 1s so 
probably becanse they are neither eligible to enjoy the nomination of 
their company's corporate membership nor to be sponsored for membership 
in the luxurious ones. 
RESPONDENTS PROFILE 
Occupation 













1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
_ Number of people _ percentage 
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CLASS n ESCRTP"rT () N PREQ. % 
] Sa 1 ns/M arket1 ng Executi vQs/Ma n ager ] 1 n.R 
2 Engineer/'l'echnJcal Orfi cer /"rechni cl an J 1 n.R 
~ Banker/Broker 9 4.7 
4 Director A 4.2 
5 Doctor/Dentist/Nurse 13 6.A 
6 Civil Servant 10 n.2 
7 M ere h an t/'l'rad n r /M e rc h an d i sn r 15 7.9 
R Administrator/Commercial Specinlist 7 :1.7 
9 System Analyst/Programmer 5 2.6 
)0 C1erk/Shipping C'~rk 9 4.7 
] J "r0.ac h er/Lectu rer 6 :1.1 
12 8u rvoyo r /Propo rty Management 5 2.6 
]3 No job (Studen t/H ou sewi fe/Ret' T0.0) 12 6.:1 
14 Sup0.rvisor/Forcmcn 6 3.1 
]5 Mana.ger 25 1:1. ] 
)6 Driver :1 J.6· 
]7 Film maker/'l'V 2 J .0 
]R Tnsnrance J 0.5 
19 Social Worker :1 1.6 
20 Accountant/ A llditor/"rreasnry Officer ]3 6.8 
2] Barrister 1 0.5 
22 Others (Editor/Guidp./Dccorator/Cook/ ]5 7.9 
Retailer/Self employ/waiter, etc.) 
"rotal number of valid responses 191 100.0 
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Class of people ] 2 ~ 4 5 6 7 8 
Frequency ] 1 ] 1 8 8 J~ ]0 J4 7 
Expected sample 7.8 8. ] 4.5 4.2 7.8 5.~ 5.9 2.9 
proportion of people 
1n this class who will 
join the cluh 
Expected value in % 70.7 72.7 56.~ 52.8 59.9 53.1 42.4 4J .7 
Class of people 9 ]0 ] ] ]2 ] ~ ]4 ]5 ]6 
Frequency 5 9 6 n J 1 6 25 !1 
Expectcd sample 2.4 ~.8 2.8 ].9 4.8 ] .4 j 5.7 0.4 
proportion of people 
in this class who will 
join the club 
Expected val nc in % 48.0 42.3 46.8 ~8.0 43.9 2~.8 62.7 ] 4.0 
Class of people ]7 18 J9 20 2J 22 
F:reQuency 2 1 :1 J~ ] ]4 
Expected sample ] .2 0.6 ] .7 7.2 0.2 6.9 
proportion of people 
in this class who wiJI 
join the cluh 
Expected value in % 60.0 60.0 56.7 55.4 20.0 49.4 
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Q.20 From the Sllrv~y results, it waR found that many respondents had attai n~d 
~econdary school as their high~st educat10nal level (69 people, 34.8%). 
and followed by those wjth a 'Bachelor degree (47 people, 2!1.7%) and 
post-secondary school qualtficatlons (40 people, 20.2%). This's totally 
representative of the educational background of the entire Hong Kong 
population. The correlation analysis revealed that the highest 
percentages of these same class of people were the ones most interested 
ln joining the club. This is most ttkely due to the fact that they have 
been excluded from the existing luxurious clubs due to their lack of 
family background but still want to be a member of a club out of social 
















6 8 7 
_ Number ot people _ percentage 
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. 
TrrEM nESCRTP'rTON FREQ. % 
] Primary school 4 2.0 
2 Secondary school 69 ~4.R 
~ Ma tri cn) a ti on/post- secon 0 ary school 40 20.2 
4 RncheJor degree 47 2~.7 
5 Mnst~r degree ]5 7.6 
6 Doctorate degree ] O.h 
7 Ord i nary/Hi gher C~rt./niploma 1R 9.1 
8 Recogn j zed professi on a I i nsti tlJt~s 4 2.0 
'rotal number of vaUd responsc::; 198 100.0 
Class of pcopl~ ] 2 ::J 4 5 6 7 8 
Frequency 4 64 40 47 J5 1 IH 4 
Expected sampln l.~ ~4.2 25.5 22.0 7.2 1.0 9.0 1.3 
proportion of people 
in this class who will 
join the club 
Expected valuc in % ] .3 33.7 24.R 2J .7 7.1 ] .0 H.9 ] .3 
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B. Questionnaires nirect~d to CompanicR 
Q.l 'rhis question was d.esigned to find out whether the companies in Hong 
Kong offnr Chlh memberships to their eligible executives as part of their 
benefits package and. 1s considering to offer the proportion companies that 
do so. 'rhe rnsults showed that about ] out of 2 companies ooes offer a 
club membership to their eligibJe executives. The correlation analysis 
shows that 56.7% of the companies considoring to offer cl ub memhership 
to their el1gible executives expressed wtl.ltngness to join the cluh, slightly 
higher t.han those who offer such benefit (47.9%). The competitive pricing 
of the memhership fee wit I probahly be the major factor in attracting both 
classes of companies. 
OFFER CORPORATE CLUB MEMBERSHIP 
Number 




25 30tt. : 
20 





_ Number of companies _ peroentage 
Tota' valid re.pon ... are 78 
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. 
CLASS DESCRIPTTON FREQ. % 
1 Yes 2~ ::l0.::l 
2 No, hlJt. this is under consideration lA 2~.7 
at. th~ mom~nt 
::l No ~ . 46.1 
i Tot.al n nmher of valtd r~sponses 76 J 00.0 
Class of companies Offer club No, but is under Do not off~r 
membership consideration cluh memhership 
Frequency 2~ lR ::l2 
Expocted sample 11 .2 10.2 j 0.0 
proportion of compan 1 es in 
this class which will join 
the club 
Expected Vaillp. in % 47.9 fi6.7 ::l] .2 
Q.2 This question was designed to separato t.he existing cluhs of which the 
companies are memhers into two types: those with and without tennis 
facilities. 'rhe results classified R out of 26 cl.uhs (37.1 %) as those 
without tennis facilities. These are probably lunch. clubs whose fee are 
not as exorbitnnt as those of the luxurions clubs. The big proportion of 
corporat~ memhersh1p in ctllbs which h.ave tennis facilities seems to 
suggest that companies arc wi fling to pay the fees required hy such clubs 
for the enjoyment of their executives. 
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_ Number ot oompantes _ percentage 
Tot.1 y.nd ",.pon_ • .,.. 28 
T1'EM DERCRTP'fTON PREQ. % 
] No R ~O.R 
2 Yes lR 69.2 
'rot.a I numher of valid responses 26 100.0 
Class of companies No tennis 1'ennis facUities 
facilities in the in the cluh 
club 
Frequoney R lR 
Expectod sample proportion :1.:1 9. J 
of compnn~os in this class 
which wHI join the club 
Expected value in % 4] .4 50.7 
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Q.3 "hi~ que~tion is phrased exactly the same as Q.R of the questionnaire 
dtrected to individuals and lS therefore the crux of the entire 
qllestjonnairp.. Tt sought to test the acceptabilit.y of the new product 
concept t.o the respondents. Th.e expected sample proportion of companie~ 
willing to join the club turned out to be !l1.4 given the product concopt. 
atone. lJsing the test stat\stic and the decision rules set ont In the 
foregoi ng section in st.ati.sti cal ::lnalysis, we can thcret'ore reject the null 
hypothesis since: 
X(c) - 3] .4/74 - 0.4245 > Ad = 0.0898 
l"he proouct concept can thus he said as heing highly acceptable t.o the 
target popn' a ti on. 
JO'IN CLUB POSSIBILITY 
PRODUCT FACTOR 
Number 









0 1 23456 7 8 9 
_ Number ot aompanle. _ peraentage 
Total valid ,..pon ... are 74 
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TTEM OESCRTPTTON FREQ. % 
0 No chance or almost no chance 11 J 4.9 
1 Very sl1ght possihi lity fi A.I 
2 Slight possihility fi fi.R 
::J Some possi hility 12 J 6.2 
4 Pnir possihilit.y 2 2.7 
fi Fairly good possi bi11t.y 7 9.5 
6 Good possi htl it.y 1::l 17.6 
7 Probable 9 ] 2.2 
R V~ry prohable 4 5.4 
9 Almost sure fi 6.R 
10 Certa.in, practically certain 0 0.0 
'rotal numher of val1d responses 74 100.0 
No. of companies whjch w'll join ::lJ .4 
the club (expected vahJe) 
Q.4 This question sought to measure the cff~ct of diff~rent price '~v0.ls on 
the companies' wlllingness to join the club. Several joining/membership 
fecs were proposed a.nd the respondents wern asked the possi hUit.y of 
their jOlning the cluh under each. 
(1) When the joining fen was set at HK$55000, it was found that 2R.fi 
companies can be expected to join the cluh. The resulting decision from 
the hypothesis test was to roject the nl]1I hypothesis. 
x(c) = 2R.n/64 - 0.4447 > Aci - 0.089R 
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Given the product concept and the price of HK$55000, the cluh is readl1y 













JOIN CLUB POSSIBILITY 









0 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 
_ Number of oompenle. _ peroentage 
Total valid re.pon ••• are 84 
OESCRTP'rTON PREQ. 
No chance or aJmost no chance JO 
Very slight possjhiHty ~ 
Slight possihility 6 
Some possibility 9 
Pair possi hUity 4 
Fairly good possi hi tity 8 
Good possi hility 6 
ProhahJo 6 
V~ry probable 4 
AJrnost sure 4 
Cortain, practically certain 4 
rrotaJ numh~r of valid rosponsos 64 
No. of companies which will join 2R.5 
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(2) At the pricn of HK$70000, it was found that the null hypothesis could 
~tlll he rejected gtven the computation helow: 
X(c) - 14.2/49 = O.2R9R ) Ape - O.OR9R 
ThllS t with the joining fee set at HK$70000. the club is still acceptable 
to the companies. 
JOIN CLUB POSSIBILITY 









2 3 • 567 8 9 W o 1 
_ Number of oompanlea _ peroentage 
Total valid re.po" ... are 48 
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T'rEM nEgCRTP'1'TON FREQ" % 
0 No chance or almost no chancn ]0 20.4 
1. Very slight possi'hiHty 7 ] 4.3 
2 Slight possihility 7 14.~ 
::J Some possi hi lity 1 1 22.4 
4 Fair possihility 2 4.1 
5 Fairly good possibility ::l 6.1 
6 Good possi hi lity 4 R.2 
7 Probable 2 4.1 
A Vory probable ] 2.0 
9 A Imost sure 2 4.1 
]0 Certain, practi cn!ly certain 0 0.0 
Totnl number of vaJid responses 49 100.0 
No. of people who wi 11 jotn the ] 4.2 
cluh (expected value) 
(::1) Raising the joining fee to HK$85000, it was found that tho expected 
proportion of r.ompanies willing to join the club is stH I Ruffjcient to reject 
the nult hypothesis since: 
X(c) - 10.7/51 - 0.2090 > Ape - 0.0898 
Again as expected, as the joining t"ep. 1s r::lised, X(c) gets closer to the 
action limit Ad' However, at HK$A5000. wo can have a 99% confidonce 
level of making a correct decision, that of rejecting t.he null hypothesis 
as fnlsc. For other words, this means thnt there should be a sufficient 
number of companies (>::lOO) wit ling to join the club to ma.ke the project 
vinhlp.. 













JOIN CLUB POSSIBILITY 






o 1 23. 5 8 7 8 9 ID 
0., 
- Number of oompanfea _ peroentage 
OESCRTPTTON FREQ. 
No chance or almost no chance ]6 
Very slight possi htHty ] 1 
Slight possi hi 11ty 9 
Some possi hllity 4 
Pair possi bi lity 3 
Fairly good possi bility 4 
Good possibility 0 
Probable 2 
Very probable 0 
Almost sure 2 
Certain, practically certain 0 
Total number of valid responses 5] 
No. of companies which will join 10.7 
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Q.5 Given the product with HK$55000 set as the joining feA, what. effect. doeR 
t.he location have on the resp!>ndentR willingness to join the club? rrwo 
placns were given as possible locations of the proposed t~nn's cluh. 
(1) Tf the club were to he located in rrat Po, the place -- given the 
product ::l.nd price is acceptable to the companies such that.: 
X(c) - lR.4/62 - 0.2974 > A~ - O.OR9R 
So that t.he null hypothesis can he rejected. 
JOIN CLUB POSSIBILITY 
PLACE FACTOR (TAl PO) 
Number 
16 











0 1 234 6 6 7 8 9 
_ Number of oompanles _ peroentage 
Total yalld re.pon ... a,. 82 
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TT EM . DESCRIPTTON FREQ. % 
0 No <!hance or almpst no chance J5 24.2 
J Very slight pORsi hi lity 9 j 4.5 
2 Rlight possibility 8 J 2.9 
~ Some possi hility 8 ] 2.9 
4 Fair possi hit ity 5 R.] 
5 Fairly good PORRi hi It ty 5 R. ] 
6 Good possi hll1ty 4 6.5 
7 Probable 3 4.8 
R Vcry prohable 2 3.2 
9 Almost Rure 2 3.2 
JO Certain, practically <!crtain 1 ] .6 
Total numher of vnlid r~sponses 62 100.0 
No. of <!ompanicR which will join J R.4 
thn club (expectcd vatllP') 
(2) AR for locating the cluh in Rai Rung, the sample proportion of 
companies wilting to join the ctub is higher than If the club were to be 
1n Tal Po. This implies that the target population prefers to have the 
cluh he located in Sai Rung than in Tai Po. The hypothesis that yielded: 
X(c) = 23.2/65 = 0.3574 > Ape = 0.0898 
Such that the null hypothesis could be rejected. 













JOIN CLUB POSSIBILITY 














0% o 23... 5 8 7 8 9 10 
- Number of companies _ peraentage 
Total valid "'.pon ... a,.. 8& 
nERCRTP"rTON FREQ. 
No chanc~ or almo~t no ch::lnce J5 
Very ~light po~~i hi tity 9 
Slight po~s1hitity #) 
Rome poss1 hi li ty 4 
Fair possi hi fity 2 
Fairly good possi hi lity 10 
Good poss1 hility R 
Prohahle 4 
Very prohable J 
Almost sur~ 4 
Certain, practically certa.in 2 
'l'otaJ numher of valid responses 65 
No. of companieR which will join 2::l.2 
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Q.6 This qnnstion baRic~lly ~sknd the rospondnnts whether they would prAfor 
to pay the joining/membership. fe~ on an lnRtallment basis. 8 companies 
(J 0.7%) responded 'Yos' and 47 companies (62.7%) ticked IVes, hut it 






INSTALLMENT SCHEME PREFERENCE 







_ Number of oompanle. _ percentage 




VOR, hut it depends on tho terms 
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Q.7 As a follow up to the previollS question, this one asked the respondents 
if the installment schp.me wOlltd the possibility of their joining the cluh. 
Comparing this percentage to that of the individual respondents, it can 
be seen that the companies are not as excttp.d about the installment 
scheme; this is probably due to the extra work it will entai I. ,Resides, 
companies with t.he abUlty to provide club memberships to their 
executives are likely to he able to pay the memhership fees llpfront. 













- Number of companies _ peroentage 
Total valid re.pon ... are 7. 
T'rEM DESCRIPTION FREQ. % 
1 Yes 44 59.5 
2 No 30 37.5 
rrotal numher of valid responses 74 JOO.O 
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Q.R This question asked the rnspondents' opinion regarding thn optimal number 
of memher~ (in<11vidlial and corporate) this cluh ~lloll'd have. Tlle result 
showed th~t ] 6 companies (22.5%) felt that thn optimal number of 
memhers should he 401 to 600. However, there were also as many 
companip.s which felt that the optimal numher should bp. 601 to' ROO (J 5 
companies, 21.1 0.(,), or ROl to 1000 (14 companies, 19.7%). Tn any case, 
thp. original proposal of having J 000 mnmh0.rs is sti 11 tenable. 







_ Number of oompanle8 _ peroentage 
Tota' valid re.pon ... are 71 
ITEM OESCRTP'rTON F'REQ. % 
J 200 - 400 J3 1 R.3 
2 40J - 600 J6 22.5 
3 60J - ROO 15 2 J • J 
4 RO] - JOOO ]4 19.7 
5 100J - J200 7 9.9 
6 120J 
-
J400 :1 4.2 
7 Others 3 4.2 
Tota.l number of valid responA~ 71 100.0 
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Q.9 This qunstion sought to find out if this new product concept wns good 
value for one's money. The "majority (53 companies, 74.6%) responded 
'YOg' and that they would recommend this cluh to others. The correlation 
analysis showed that, t'or those who thonght that the club was of good 
va.lue for one's money, 49.7% of thorn could he expected to join the cluh. 
The companies mnst have felt that the Clllh would he a good Investment. 











The olub la of value 
_ Number ot oompanlea _ percentage 
Total valid ,..apon ... a,.. n 
CLASS OESCRJP'rTON FREQ. % 
] Yes fi3 74.6 
2 No JR 25.4 
'rotal number of valid respon~es 71 100.0 
Class of compa.nies Club is of good Club is not of good 
valup. value 
FreqlJOncy 52 ]7 
Expected snmple proportion 25.H 4.6 
of companies 1n this ctnss 
which wi 11 join the club 
Expectod vahJp. In % 49.7 26.H 
(Taking only the product concept into consideration) 
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Q.] 0 Given the diverse husinesses of the responding companies, W~ can say 
that onr sampling covers almost the entire spectrum of the type of 
businesses founo in Hong Kong -- with manllfnctllring and tradin~ 8R the 
dominant ones. rrhe on ly disappoint comes from the low response rate 
from financial institutions and hotels, given the large numher ' of s1)ch 


























3 4 6 8 7 8 9 
- Number ot oompaniea _ percentage 










Pu b I i c Utility 
Advertising 
Others 



















J J J4.7 
75 11//1 
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Q.l) MORt of the respondent~ were Hong Kong-hn~ed comp::lnip.~, followed hy 
those hased 'n the lJnited St'ltes. 'rh's is the case probably because our 
sampling came primarily from the various Chambers of Commerce 
directories. Among these respondents, the lJ.S.-ba~ed companh~s show 
more interest in joining the club. 'T'he results suggest that the marketing 
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- Number ot oompanles _ peroentage 
























1 J .::l 
J J .::l 
J J .:1 
6 R.O 
J9R JOO.O 
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Q.12 'T'he companic~ which responded to our market research can he grouped 
'nto the following classes ac~ordtng to the numher of employees. 'rhe 
majoring of thc~n companies have less· th~n or eqnal to ] 00 employees. 
COMPANY PROFILE 











2 3 5 
_ Number of oompanle8 _ peroentage 
Total valid re.poftae. are 75 
CT,ASS DESC!RTP'T'TON PREQ. 
1 =< JOO 46 
2 J 0] - 200 9 
:l 20} - :lOO A 
4 :~O] - 400 2 







rrotaJ ntJm her of valid 7f> J 00.0 
r~~ponscs 
No significant relationshi.p exi.st hctween the companyt~ willingness to join 
the cluh and tts hustness, where it 1s hased., and its numher of employees. 
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Q.l ~ 'rhis qllostlon is llsed to tost tho relationship hetween the compR.nyl~ 
turnover and the possihility Qf its jotn1ng thIs cluh. Tt was founc! that 
when the company's tllrnovor 1s high, the posst htl1t.y of th~ company 







PROSPECTIVE CUSTOMER PROFILE 





_ Number ot oompanle. _ peroentage 









Class of compR.nies (J 990 (20 20-40 4J-60 fi]-RO 
turnovor in HK$ mU I1ons) 
FreQuoncy 6 R 2 2 
Expoct.ed sR.mple 2.0 2.9 0.1 1 .!l 
proportion of compan i es 
in this clnss which wi 11 
join tho club 
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TV HTGHLlGH'rR OF THE MARKET RESEARCH ANALYSTS 
ThA numher of tennis playe ... s, and among them the active ones, h; not 
small. The sport is so popllla.r that ma.ny people are even considering 
taking it up lator. Roth ClJrront and potential tenni~ player~ form 'a huge 
potential market of the proposed Hong Kong Tennis Reso ... t Club. 
Playing tenni~ in private cluhs is quite common in Hong Kong nowadays. 
But this lS stH I the privilege of a. few (17.7%). For those who do not 
have the fnmily hackground and yet have the financial capability of 
joining one of the ma.ny luxurious clubs in town which provide tennis 
faci tities, most of them cnd up playing on the tennis courts provided hy 
thp. llrhan Connci I. Nevertheless, hooking a court a week in advance has 
not henn easy; at least 60% of the respondents thought so. 'Phese are 
t.he ones who can he expected t.o joIn t.he proposed cluh. 
Our rcsearch results showed that the prodnct concept. was readily 
accepta.hle. /\ 11 the proposed joinlng membership fees were acceptahle to 
our responoents altholJgh the lowest one (HK$!lOOOO) was more preferahle 
to them. 'f'hp. location of the club wi 11 not make mnch. of a difference, 
hut most people ar0. much attract.0.d to t.he cluh heing in Sat Kllng t.han 
in Tal Po. 
Based on the result of O1lr market. research: the characteristic profile of 
the ctllh'~ prospective individual memher is the following: 
rrhey t.enet to be married men aged between ~0-:19) whose month Iy income 
range from H"KS 15000 t.o HK$24900, and whose occnpatlon is likely to be 
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1n the field of nngineering, sales and marketing, or middJe management. 
'rhe ::lnalysis of the responses to · our questionnaire addressed to companies 
r~vealed that. thn product concept was also readily acceptable and that 
t.he lowest jOlning/membership fee proposed (HK$fi5000) was th~ most 
attractive. 'rho profUe of the prospective corporate members of the club 
is the group of locally based companies and muLtinationals with annual 
turnover of HK$] 00 rn'llion or more. Our analysis showed that th~rn is 
a hig h~$p, of such corporate members glven that half of the existing 
companies do provido or are conRl<1ering to provide club memhership to 
thp,ir el1gible executives as part of their total compensative package. 
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V. FTNANCTAL srrnnv 
Having t.ested the product concept and fonnd that there 1~ a market hig 
enough to make the project vi,ahte, w~ now proceed to make the financial 
projection haRed on the fesults of' the market research to detennine the 
proftt.ahi lity of the project. 
A. Projer.t co~t 
"rhe total project cost includes the cost of purchasing land; government 
premium that has to be paid for thn conver!=\ion of agricultural land for 
commercial ll~e such as a resort club; project and administration manager's 
salary (for formation year); reRc::l.rch feasi hi Hty study, tra.vel and 
entert.a.inment expenses; marketing and promotion expenRes; architect's fee 
and thc cORt related to thc conRtrnction of the cluh's facilities, car park 
and swimming pool. Tt also includes the interest cost which has to bA 
paid at the end of yoar O. Wo have assumed that 40% of thc total 
constrnction cost 1S payable in year 0, and 60% balance is payable tn 
year J. rrhc total project cost is ::l0,] ::l2,960 (year 0) + ] 6,4A9,440 (year 
1) = HK$46,622,400. 
R. Project financing 
An initial capital investment of' HK$t2,OOO,OOO \s required to purchase a 
pieco of suitahle land for building tho cluh. Once thc land is pnrchasod, 
it is then possihle to seek t'inancing for the halancp. of the project cost. 
HK$20 mtllion \n loans w\1l he rnqu'rod in year 0, and anot.her HKS7 
million in year 1. rrne Proforma Cash Flow Statement projects that the 
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loans cnn be repaid within the first three oper::lting years of the cluh. 
This is due to the assumption that a large amount. of membership fees and 
annual operating income cnn he generated once the club hecomes 
operational. 
C. Bndgeted Revenues 
The main source of operating revenue come~ from the members' monthly 
suhscri.ption fees, court fees, coach fees, the fees of specinlly designed 
ctinics, accommodation, glle~t fees, transportation fees, charges for the use 
of ot.her facUities. Rul k of the revenue comes from the memhership fees 
collected t.hronghout the first three operational years of the club. 
). Monthly suhscription fecs 
The monthly subscription fees wit I be used to cover the regular 
expenses of the cluh hOllse. From the market research, wc 
discovered that the monthly subscription t"ees of other similar 
private clubs range from HK$] 50 to HK$940. So, it is reasonahle 
for lIS to set t.he monthly subscription fees at HK$~50 for 
individual memher and HK$4fiO for corporate memhor in year ). 
Other assumptions are "sted at the bottom of Schedule 1 in 
Appendix 7. We have assumed that construction work wi 11 take ] R 
month~ to complete, starting at the beginning of year 0 to the 
middle of year 1. 
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2. Court. f~~s 
The court fees for the time from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. has been ~et at 
HK$~O) ano HK$40 for the hours betwp.~n 6 p.m. and 11 p.m. Th~ 
fee~ in the evening are higher becall~e the demand \~ higher and 
h~cau::;~ lighting t.h~ COllrt~ is n~c~ssary in t.he evoning. 'rho 
occupancy rate 15 hasod on the results of our market research. 
Since most peopl~ play t.onnis in t.he evening or aftor work, we 
then a~sllmed the court occupancy rate 90% from 6 p.m. t.o 11 p.m. 
Wo also nssumod n 90% conrt occupancy rate for tho wholo day on 
Sunday. Here, we assume that t.here are only 4R operating weeks 
in a year; t.h~ remaining 4 woeks WOll Id ho llsed main Iy for 
maintenance purposes. 
Because the weekend cllntc~ occupy a certain number of courts, ~o 
the income genorat.ed from t.hese clinics should he deduct.ed from 
the court fees. 
Raslc:;tlly, the coaches play tennis with members are in ch:;trge of 
the clinics. Since it is difficult. to distinguish when the coach acts 
as one ::tnd when he acts as a game partner, a general coach fee 
was t.hus set at n cert.ain amount and increased by J 0% ~ach year. 
'rhe avait ahility of coaches \s one of the special features of this 
cluh and the income gen~rated from this sonrce should he 
considerable, such that it would be the second largest revenue 
earner for t.he club - next t.o mont.hly subscription fees. 
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4. Weekend clinic program 
'1'he clinics are intensive tennis training courses especially 
conducted for the tennis players who wish t.o improve t.heir skins. 
Tt wlll be held on Saturdays and Sundays. Tt will be made . llP of 
three honrs of practice/coaching in the morning and another t.hree 
bours in the afternoon ench day. Meals and accommodat1on will be 
provided, t.hese cost witl be factored into the program fees. 'l'his 
is also one of the ~pecial features of this club and the income 
generated from this source is quite sl7.abte although it will he less 
than t.hat from court fees. 
h. Accommodation 
Accommodat.ion will be provided to t.hose who attend the weekend 
cl -inics. 'l'he occupancy rate in year J is assumed to be 60% with 
4~~b taken up by clinics. 'l'he other 1~% will be taken up by 
memhers who wish to llse the accommoontion facUlties to rest. after 
playing until 11 p.m. and those who wish to use the club as a 
retreat from the hustle nnd hustle of the city. 
6. Guest fees 
'l'he cluh 1S for members exctusive use. Tf th.ey wisn to bring aJong 
some gnests, they have to pay guest. fees. Tt will be used for 
protecti ng other members right. to use the club's facitltip.~ and not 
as a mnin sonrce of revenue. 
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7. rrransport.at.ion fees 
rrhe Cll1h provides tr:tnsportation to c:tter to the needs of members 
who do not have cars or those who do not wish to drive t.o thp. 
club. Ag:tln, It will not be used as the main source of ravenlle 
because this serv\c~ nlms at providing convenience to memhers. Tt 
is also one of the salient fe:ttures of the club. 
R. Use of other facilities 
Besides tennis, the club wilt also provide other f:tcil1ties such as: 
Karaokc bar, hall machine/practice board, min~ral pool, sauna room, 
therapeutic massage p:trloT, pro-shop, etc. Tt is expected that some 
operating income can he generat.ed from the llse of these faci tities. 
9. Revenup. from joining/memhership fees 
l'he join jng/membership fee is usnally composed of two components 
_ the entrance fee and a debenture which is llsna.lly expressed in 
a definite numher of" sh:tres of ownership in th.e cluh. rrhe entrance 
fee cnn be considered a~ a sunk cost, whereas the dehenture, an 
lnve~tment. rrhe dehenture m:ty be sold hack to the c.lllh some time 
in the future when club membership reaches the set maximum; the 
val11p. of the debenture wi 11 depend on the va.lue of each. sh:tre a.t 
the time. 
Tn our flnanc\al study, we havp. set the joining/membership fee for 
individual members at HK$:JO,OOO and HK$55,OOO for n corporate 
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memher. For the club, the joining/memherRhip fee wit 1 be 50-50 
Rptit hetween entra.nce fep. and debenture. Here we have assumed 
that the club membership wilt he 50%, 90%, 100% of full 
membership in years ], 2, :l respectively. Tho caRh inflow in year 
1 wilt then he: 
30,000 a 50Qf, • 700 + 55,000 • 50% • 300 = HK$lR,750,000 
Half of t.his will he considered a.s revenue and other half as debt 
used in financing the balance project cost in year 1. 
D. Budgeteo Expenses 
The regular operating expenses include the salaries of the General 
Manager, Financial Controller, Coache~ and other staff; utilities and 
maintenance expenRes; coaches' travel ano insurance expenses; 
transportation expenses; promotiona1 and entertainment expenseR. Rince 
the cluh \vill start operation only \n the middle of year 1, the utility, 
maintenancr. and transportation expense will have to be halved. We have 
alRo assumed a 10% annl1at inCreaRp. in these expenses. 
E. Other incomes (Food & R0.veragc) 
The club hOl1RP. restaurant operations wi' I be contracted to a restaurant 
management group. A certain percentage of rcstanrantts revenue wi" be 
contrihnted to the club. Since this income 1S not obtained from the direct 
operations of the club, it will bo cla~sit"icd as other income. A J 0% 
increase in this income wi 11 also be assumed. 
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F. Proforma income statement 
From the proforma income statement it. can be seen that the club will be 
generating con~iderahle profit. for t.he fir~t 5 years. There would be an 
operational loss in t.he first year because the club would start operations 
only in the middle of the year. Oporntional revenues can only be 
generated in the latter 6 months but t.he 5alary expenses start to he 
incurred from the beginning of year 1 as the general manager and ot.hers 
would have to he recruited hefore the club opens. Nevertheless, there is 
nnt profit before t.ax of HK$5,O] R,R69. Tt is hecause 50% of the full club 
membership is expected to be attained and half of the membership fees 
collected becomes the club reven1le. Basically, the club's profit.abitity is 
close Iy ti ed to the usage of cluh facll i ties. And when the club will h::t ve 
established its n::tme and reputation, some sponsors such as cigarott.p. 
companie5 and/or sports wear/sports gear comp::toies maybe wi lIing to 
invest advertisement and promotion (A &; P) money; t.his would certainly 
increase the profit of the club. 
l'he f;ponsorship which appears in the Proforma Tncome Statement refers 
to an agreement with the Rhnnghai Tennis Association in which the club 
would don::tte a Rum of money to the Shanghai '1'ennls Association; the 
amount has heon set at HK$] 00,000. 
G. Prot'orm::t cash flow statement 
Bank loans in t.he amonnt of HK$20,000,OOO nnd HK$7,000,000 wi I1 he 
required ;n year 0 and 1 respectively in order to maintain a positive cash 
flow. Rut. with the large nmount of membership fee and great. operating 
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revonllC, the loan and 'nterest cnn be repaid within the f'r~t three 
operat1ng year~. The cash flow ~tatement projects positive ca~h flow such 
that. dividend cnn he declared and distributed by year :1 and sponsor the 
Shanghai Tennts Associa.tion 'n yea.r l. 
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PIOFOIWl I.COlK STITE~EIT (B(S) 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year • Year 5 
leyenes 
i) operation revenues 3,b3&,11.1 11 rl1l!81~ 12,81.9,U5 14,124,81.0 1~,~22,bJb 
iO JoiDillq tM ~,Jl~,Oot 1,~OO,OOO 1 ,81~ ,000 
Expenses (5,247,bl3) (1 , 7.~9 t &82) (8,039r~03) (8,844,78b) (q f 721,'198) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Gross Protit 'f'lb3~~H 11,413 r lH b,b65,OJl 5,280,034 5 r 794,838 
Otber iDeOteS (F , 8) l~O,OOO 330,000 363,000 3",300 4B,UO 
Tnterest expense (1,908,'&3) (1,908, '63) 
Sponsorship to Sbanqhai TA (] 00(000) (] 00 ,000) (lOO ,000) (J 00,000) (lOO (000) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
let Protit Retore Tax ~,'04,~~2 Qr'13(;tll &,97.8,031 ~,~19,3H b ,1 34,0&1 
let Protit Atter Tax (15') ~1018;8b9 8r214!045 ~r888lnl 4! H2 f 4H 5l213lq~8 
t Tax rate: l~' 
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PROJECT COST (HI$) 
Year 0 Year t 
Purcbase ot Iland -100,000 sq.tt. x $120 12,000,000 
Governmeut preliul 1,000,000 
Project Wqr./Adlinistration (one year) 300,000 
Researcb/Fea. Stndy/Co.pany Vorlation/ 
Travel , RDtertainlent 200 r OOO 
lartetinq/Melbersbip 500,000 
!rc~itect's Fee (1') 313,bOO f10,400 
Tennis Court (8 x $]00000 and 7. x $1500000) 2, lbO!OOO ], HO,OOO 
Club louse/Alenities/Car Park (10000 sq.tt.) 1, bOO, 000 2,400,000 
Tnterior Decoration 800,000 1,200,000 
Dorlitory (7.000 sq.tt) i GOytt Preliul 400,000 bOO,OOO 
Gl's Honse (lOOO sq.tt) i Gov't 'relinl 520,000 180,000 
I , F./RuildiDq Services 800,000 1,200,000 
Kineral PooJ/Sauna/Locker/Chanqinq RooI/ 
(araoke Rar/Kitchen/Yideo RooD/RaIl Macoine/ 
Pro Shop/Vehictes/Ottice Furniture 1,200,000 t~800:000 
Bunga]ows (JOOO sq.tt, 10 suites) 800,000 1,100,000 
SIilling pool 1 r 400,000 1~100fOOO 
Interest cost 1,400,000 
Continqency (about 10%) ~,1J9r360 1,.99,040 
Total Project Cost 30 r l31,9bO lb r489 [440 
t lote l' Assule the cost of buildinq tbe club lay be paid at .0% in Year 0 and 
at bO% in Year t. 
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Year 0 Year 1 
1. Sbareholder's Capital DU 12,000,000 
1. Rank Projer.t Finanr.e 2O~OOO:000 1,000,000 
1. Welbership debeDture 
a) 150 indivirtnal i30000 t 50% ~rl~O,OOO 
b) l~O Corporate t~~ooo t ~o, 4r12~,000 
Total Fnnds Available 11[000[000 1b: ]1~ [000 
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PROFO'll CASK Ff~' STIT~~8IT (HI$) 
Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year ~ 
CASI RRGIIIIIG ftAf.AlCR ] , SQ1,.11 
ADD 
i) Cross Protit 
ii) Otber incole 1~O,008 ]]0,000 363,000 H9,100 439,230 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
./(-) OF 'ORrIVG CAPITAL 
9,804,92~ 11,S12,]01 ]2,lb4,~8] l,S]~,280 ]2,]8],961 
Kelbership tee and debenture q,11~,OOO 1,~00,OOO 1, 815,000 
Sbarebolder's capital 12,000,000 
Capital expenditure (1.8,7Jl,'bO) (16,489,440) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CASH GEIF,RITED/(IREOF.D) (1&, lJ2~ 9hO) l.,b90,485 19,311.,301 14,b39,~83 1,835,280 1l,183,Qbl 
TU (83~ ,bll) (J ,4&0,126) (1,O]q,20~) (83b,900) (nO,]]O) 
DIVIORlD PAID (l,11',1b~) ('48,481) 0,042,1'2) 
SPOISORSBIP TO SHAIGB!J TA (I 00(000) (100,000 ) (I 00 ,000) (I 00 ,000) (100,000) 
FTIAICIVG FROK BAWK 20,OOO~OOO 1,000,000 
i) Repay.ent of loan (6,666,b&1) (10,1bb,6&1) (]O,lb6,b67) 
ii)Loan interent (l,31~,b29) (l,908,9bl) (1, ~081 '63) 
CASB DUlleR 1,391,411 11.9,113 ~,1J6,~~2 2[1~~l946 ~!949!a9] 10!1l1!0~9 
Rur LOll BAI.UCR 20,614,3'11 ll,H4.,~12 10,16&,&b1 
'.oan i nterent rate: 10' 
t lote 1) In Year 0, individual Ip.lbersbip tee is HK$30000; corporate lelbersbip tee is H($55000 
2) Tbe % ot tulJ lelbersbip is ~O', qO%, 100% in Year I, 7. and 3 respectively. 
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RETORI 01 IIVRSTIKIT 
Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year ~ 
Total investleut 12,000,000 
Operating revenue 3,blb,l7.1 lLl17.r81~ 12,n, ,b35 14,124,820 15r~U,blb 
Joining tee 9, J'/~, 000 1,~OO!OOO 1 r81~,OOO 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total revenlle 13,011,121 18r&n,81~ 14,104,6]~ 14,11.4,820 1~,~22,636 
let illr.ole 5,018,869 8,114,045 5,888,821 4,141,.34 5,2U,9~8 
ietnrn OD revenue (Protit Rarqin) 38jn H.31% 40.0~' 33.~n B.~" 
Return on inlentlent 41.82% h8.95% 49.0n 39.~2' 43. 4~' 





lET PIESEIT VALUE 110 PAYB1CI PF.RJOD 





l,ess i nvestlent: 
let present value: 





16,2& 1 t Ut 
12,000,000 
=====:::===== 
Frot above, it is seen tbat tbe discounted payback period is a Jittle over 2 operating years. 
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VI. CONCLUSTON 
The concept of establishing the Hong Kong Tennis Resort Club was conceived 
based on the promises t.hat. t.ennis \s fast becoming a popular sport in Hong Kong 
s11ch that the numher engaged in it 1s 'ncreasing. However, the , facilities 
provided by t.he Urban Council are inadequate to meet the growing demand; t.he 
luxurious cluhs, on the other hand, are too exclusive. "rhe cluh was thus 
positioned below t.he luxurious clubs by being affordable and yet. above the 
other sports clubs to project a semi -excJusive image. 
"rhe mnrknt research affirmed the assnmpt.ion made and revea.led t.hnt t.here is 
a huge potential market for the club, thereby making the project very viable. 
'rhe financial project.ions showed that. an init.i.al invest.ment of HK$) 2 million 
and bant{ loans totaJtlng HK$27 million will be required to make this project a 
reality. "rho financial figure point. t.o t.he feasibilit.y of the club which promiSing 
tnvestors a great return on investment and short payback period; bankers can 
al,so be assured of t.heir principal payment with t.hese operating years. 
APPENDIX 
Appendix 1 : P~oftles of some top clubs tn Hong Kong 
APPENDIX 1 : PROFII~S OF SOME TOP CLUBS IN HONG KONG 
1) The A.berdeen Marina Club 
Maxjmum Membership 3,000 
Membership Fees (HK$): Entrance Fees: 
Jndivjdual 200,000 
Corporate ~OO,OOO 
(maxj mum of (per nominee) 
J nominees) 
Number of Tennjs Courts 6 





2) Pacific Club Hong Kong 
Maximum Membership 
Membership Fees (HK$): 
: 2,000 (Sponsorship required) 




50,000 for each additional nominee 
Number of Tennjs Courts None 
Monthly Subscription Fee (HK$): 7~0 
3) The Dynasty Club 
Maximnm Membership 











Number of Tennjs Courts 


























4) Pacific Club Kowloon 
Maxi~lm Membershi.p 
Membership Fees (HK$): 
: 1,000 (Appli.cants must be proposed. & seconded) 
Entrance Fees: Debenture: Total: 
Tndividual 4J,OOO 157,O()O ~OO,OOO 
Corporate 
1 nominee 60,000 
2 nominees 101,900 
1 nomi.nees 157,000 
Number of Tennjs Courts 5 







Appendix 1 : Proftles of some top clubs in Hong Kong 
~) Clearwater flay Golt & Country Club 
Maximum Membership 3,000 (cluh & golf members) 
bOO (marina members) 
(Applicants mnst be proposed 
Membership Fees (HK$): (For Country Club) 
Entrance Fees: Debenture: 
Individual 1&8,000 
Corporate ~52,000 
Number of Tennis Courts !) outdoor & 2 indoor 
Monthly Subscription Fee (HK$): 675 






Maximum Membership : 5,500 (Applicants must he proposed & second.ed) 
Membership Fees (HK$): Entrance Fees: Debenture: Total: 
Tnd;v;dual ]q,OOO ]9,000 
Corpora te over 5, ()OO, 000 over 5,000 ,000 
Number ot 'T'ennis Courts 4 in Fanling and none in Deep Water Bay 
Monthly Subscription Fee (HK$): 900 
7) The Hong Kong Club 
Maximum Membership : 1,]50 (Applicants mnst be proposed & seconded 
by members ot at least 5 years standing) 
Membership Fees (HK$): Bntrance Fees: Debenture: Tota L : 
Indjvidual 35,O()() 3~,OOO 
No Corporate members 
Number of Tennis Courts None 
Monthly Subscripti.on Fee (HK$): 460 
R) The Hong Kong Country Club 
Maximum Membership : ?,500 (AppLicants mnst be proposed & seconded) 
Membership Fees (HK$): Entrance Fees: Debenture: Total: 
Tndividual ]5,000 15,000 
Corporate 1,000,000 1,000,000 
(retnrnable nominee membership certiticate) 
Number of Tennis Court.s 7 
Monthly Subscription Fee (HKS): 850 
q) The China Cluh 
Maximl1m Membership : 750 
Membershjp Fees (HK$): Entrance Fees: 
"[nd i. vidua L 1 20,000 
Corporate IhO,OOO 
Number ot Tennis Courts None 




Source: ,January lQ<)?, issue of EXECUTIVE, produced by Executive Media T,td., 
pp.27-2Q 
Appendlx 2 Covering letter ~ent to lndtvidllals 
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG 
SHATlN . NT· HONG KONG · TEL: 0·69521" . 
I~~~~\;tm±~~ 
MBA Programmes 
Faculty of Business Administration 
*1;..mliJt~ffl~ 
Student Research Projects 
Dear Sir/Madam: 
TELEGRAM ~~tJttt: SINOVERSllY 
TELEX ii:l\tJttlt: 50301 CUHK HX 
FAX iJI 2:r. (Jl: (8521 ()'6~234 





5 December 1991 
Please allow us to introduce ourselves. Both of us are final year students in the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong's Full-time MBA Programme. As part of our graduation 
requirement, we are currently undertaking a research into the market potential of a new 
product concept--a purpose-built and professionally-managed tennis resort club in Hong 
Kong. Aside from testing the product concept itself, we are also looking into the price 
at which you are willing to pay to become a member and the place to which you are 
willing to travel in order to make full use of the facilities offered by the club. Our 
project adviser is Mr. Alan C.B. TSE--Lecturer in the Department of Marketing. 
Please complete the enclosed questionnaire and return it to us on or before 19 
December 1991. A self-addressed, postage-paid envelope has been provided for your 
convenience. If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact anyone of us at 
the telephone numbers indicated below. 
As a token of our gratitude for your sending back the completed questionnaire, we shall 
send you a small gift (Chinese art). We look forward to receiving your response~ 
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Appendix ::l Covp.ring letter sent to compantes 
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG 
TELEGRAM ~tIlmtt: SINQVERSITY 
SHAnN . NT· HONG KONG· TEL: 0-6952111 . TELEX -;t.l\mtt: 50301 CUHK HX 
FAX !tlI~~a.: (852) ~2~ 
Iiffi~!I~~m±~~ 
MBA Programmes 
Faculty of Business Administration 
.~ • .m6Jf'§em~ 
Student Research Projects 
Dear Sir/Madam: 





5 December 1991 
Please allow us to introduce ourselves. Both of us are fInal year students in the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong's Full-time MBA Programme. As part of our graduation 
requirement, we are currently undertaking a research into the market potential of a new 
product concept-a purpose-built and professionally-managed tennis resort club in Hong 
Kong. Aside from testing' the product concept itself, we are also looking into the price 
at which your company is willing to pay on behalf of your company's eligible executive 
to become a member and the place to which you think the executive concerned is willing 
to travel in order to make full use of the facilities offered by the club. Our project 
adviser is Mr. Alan C.B. TSE--Lecturer in the Department of Marketing. 
Please complete the enclosed questionnaire and return it to us on or before 19 
December 1991. A self-addressed, postage-paid envelope has been provided for your 
convenience. If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact anyone of us at 
the telephone numbers indicated below. 
As a token of our gratitude for your sending back the completed questionnaire, we shall 
send you a small gift (Chinese art). We look forward to receiving your response. Thank 
you, in advance, for your kind cooperation in making our Final Year Project a success. 
Yours faithfully 
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Appendix 4 Reminder sent to both individuals a.nd companies Pa.ge Afi 
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG 
T'ELEGRAM f't I~UJt\t: SINOVERSlTY 
SHATIN • NT . HONG KONG· TEL: 0-6952111 . TELEX illp.m\t : 50301 CUHK HX 
FAX !JI~r.~: (85210-69!So&23A 
Ifffi:YJl~!;tm±~~ 
MBA Programmes 
Faculty of Business Administration 
~~.mliff'jfm'4 
Student Research Projects 
Dear Sir/Madam: 




12 Decembt:r 1991 
Please forgive our persistence for we have not yet received your response to the 
questionnaire sent to your attention recently. Your reply will be extremely valuable in 
determining the market potential of a new product concept-a purpose-built and 
professionally-managed tennis resort club in Hong Kong; we are thus writing to you again 
to seek your kind cooperation. 
We have enclosed another questionnaire 41 case the one sent previously had been 
mispiaced. We would be most grateful if you would please complete the enclosed 
questionnaire and return it to us on or before 19 December 1991. A self-addressed, 
postage-paid envelope has been provided for your convenience. If you have any queries, 
please do not hesitate to contact anyone of us at the telephone numbers indicated 
below. 
If you have already sent in your completed questionnaire, please ignore this letter. And 
if you have provided us with an address to which we can send a small gift (Chinese art) 
as a token of our appreciation, you should be receiving it shortly. 
Thank you for your attention to this matter. 
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Appendix 5 Questionnaire sent to individuals 
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG 
SHA TlN . NT • HONG KONG· TEL: 0·6952'11 . 
TELEGRAM 7i .. m~: SINOVERSlTY 
TELEX ~lp.m~: 50301 CUHI( HX 
FAX:JI X~~: 18521 C).a~234 
FULL-TIME MBA PROGRAMME 
FINAL YEAR PROJECT 
TESTING A NEW PRODUCT CONCEPf 
••• QUESTIONNAIRE .... 
As a token of our gratitude for your sending back this completed questionnaire, we shall 
send you a small gift (Chinese art). If you wish to receive the gift, please write your name 





PLEASE TICK IN THE [] PROVIDED FOR THE ANSWER OF YOUR CHOICE OR CIRCLE THE 
LETTER WIDCH CORRESPONDS TO YOUR ANSWER CHOICE. PLEASE NOTE THAT SOME 
QUESTIONS MA Y REQUIRE SEVERAL CHOICES. 
PART I: GENERAL OUESTIONS 
Q.l Do you play tennis? 
[] Yes 
[ ] No, but I may take up the sport later (GOTO Q.7) 
[ ] No (GOTO Q.7) 
Q.2 How often do you play tennis? 
[ ] More than twice a week: [ ] Twice a week 
[ ] Once a week [ ] Twice a month 
[ ] Once a month [ ] Less than 6 times a year 
[ ] Others, please specify ______ _ 
Q.3 Which day(s) of the week: do you USUALLY play tennis? 
(YOU MAY HAVE MORE THAN ONE CHOICE.) 
[ ] Sunday 
[ ] Wednesday 
[ ] Saturday 
[ ] No specific day 
[] Monday 
[ 1 Thursday 
[ 1 Public Holidays 
Q.4 When do you USUALLY play tennis? 
(YOU MAY HAVE MORE THAN ONE CHOICE.) 
[ ] In the morning [ ] During lunch breaks 
[ ] In the evening [ ] Before going to work 
[ ] After work [ ] No particular time 
[ ] Others, please specify ______ _ 
[ ] Tuesday 
( ] Friday. 
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Q.5 Where do you USUALLY play tennis? 
(YOU MAY HAVE MORE THAN ONE CHOICE.) 
[ ] Urban Council 
[ ] Private Clubs, Name(s): _______ _ 
[ ] Sports Clun~, Name(s): ______ _ 
[ ] Others, please specify: ______ _ 
Q.6 Do you find it easy or difficult to book a tennis coun? 
[ ] Absolutely difficult 
[ ] Very difficult 
[ ] Slightly difficult 
[ ] Difficult 
[ ] Extremely easy 
[ ] Very easy 
[ ] Quite easy 
[ ] Easy 
Q.7 Are you, at present, a member of any club which provides facilities for playing tennis? 
[] No 
[ ] Yes 
Club No. 1 
Name: _______ _ 
Joining Fee:$ ____ _ 
Monthly Fec:$ ____ _ 
PART IT: THE NEWPRODUcr CONCEPT 
Club No. 2 
$_------$ 
-------
Club No. 3 
$_-------$_-------
Page A7 
Most clubs provide their members with a host of facilities, e.g. ~g pool, sauna & therapeutic massage, 
cafe/restaurant, karaoke bar, video room. changing/locker rooms, B-B-Q terrace, etc. Suppose that there 
is a new club which provides all these PLUS the following unique features: 
1) ex-professional tennis players available at all times to coach and/or play with members; 
2) intensive liw-in tennis clinics of different durations; 
3) quarterly and annual tournaments to win members t own jackpot prize money; 
4) air-conditioned buses to bring members to the club from various pick-up points in the 
territory and vit¥ vu.ra. 
Q.8 What is the possibility of your joining this new club, based solely on the features of the product 
given above? 
POSSIBUJTY OF JOINING CHANCE 
Certain, practically cert!.in .. '" ... . ... (99 oU! of 100) ..•... a 
Almost sure ..................... (9 out of 10) ...•... b 
Very probable ................... ( 8 out of 10) ....... c 
Probable ....................... (7 out of 10) ....... d • 
Good possibility .................. (6 out of 10) ....... e 
Fairly Good possibility ............. (5 out of 10) ....... f 
Fair possibility ................... (4 out of 10) ....... g 
Some possibility . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ( 3 out of 10) .... . . . h 
Slight possibility ........•......... (2 out of 10) ....... i 
Very slight possibility .............. ( lout of 10) ....... j 
No chance or almost no chance .....• ( lout of 100) ......• k 
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PARI ill: PBlCE 
The joining/membership fee is usually composed of two (2) components-the entrance fee and a debenture 
which is usually expressed in a definite number of shares of ownership in the club. The entrance fee can 
be considered as a sunk cost, whereas the debenture, an investment. The debenture may be sold back to 
the club some time in the future when club membership reaches the set maximum; the value of the 
debenture will depend on the value of each share at the time. 
Q.9 Suppose that the joining/membership fee is made up of 50% entrance fee and another 50% 
debenture. what is the possibility of your joining this club at eachjoining/membersbip fee set below, 
given the product described above? 
POSSIBILITY OF JOINlNG CHANCE $30.000 $45.000 $60,000 
Certain, practically certain .... (99 out of 100) ... 
Almost sure ....•.......... ( 9 out of 10) 
Very probable .........•... ( 8 out of 10) 
Probable ................. ( 7 out of 10) 
Good possibility ............ ( 6 out of 10) 
Fairly Good possibility ....... ( 5 out of 10) 
Fair possibility ............. ( 4 out of 10) 
Some possibility .•.......... ( 3 out of 10) 










a .. a 




f . f 
g g 
h .. h 
i i 
Very slight possibility ........ ( lout of 10) ... j .... j ..... j 
No chance or almost no chance (lout of 100) ... le •••• k .... le 
PART IV= PLACE 
Here, we shall assume that easy access would be one of the key factors which would affect the possibility 
of your joining the proposM. club. Suppose that there are only two (2) possible locations for the said club, 
i. e. ,Taipo or Saikung. 
Q.I0 What is the possibility of your joining the club at each of these locations, given the product 
described above and the price (joining/membership fee) set at HK$30,000? 
POSSIBILITY OF JOINING CHANCE Taipo Saikung 
Certain, practically certain .... (99 out of 100) ... 
Almost sure ••....•.•..• ... ( 9 out of 10) 
Very probable ...••.•...... ( 8 out of 10) 
Probable .••...•.......... ( 7 out of 10) 
Good possibility .......••... ( 6 out of 10) 
Fairly Good possibility ....... ( 5 out of 10) 
Fair possibility •............ ( 4 out of 10) 

















Slight possibility ...•........ ( 2 out of 10) ... i ... . 
Very slight possibility ........ ( lout of 10) ... j .... j 
No dunce or almost no ch!.:lce (1 o~ 6f lOO) ... k.... le 
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PART V: OTHER RELATED OUESTIONS 
Q.11 If you plan to join the club, would you prefer to pay the joining/membership fee on a three-year 
installment basis? 
[ ] Yes [ ] No 
[ ] Yes, but it depends on the terms 
Q.12 Would an installment scheme enhance the possibility of your joining the club? 
[] Yes [] No 
Q.13 If there were as many as 10 tennis courts in the club, what do you think the optimal number of 
members (individual and corporate) in this club should be? 
[ ] 200 - 400 [ ] 40 1 - 600 [ ] 601 - 800 
[ ] 801 - 1,000 [ ] 1,001- 1,200 [ ] 1,201- 1,400 
[ ] Others, please specify _______ _ 
Q.14 Regardless of your choice, would you consider the club described above as good value for one's 
money and therefore you would recommend it to others? 
[] Yes [] No 
P ART VI: PERSONAL INFORMATION 
Q.15 What is your marital status? 
[ ] Married [ ] Single 
[ ] Others, please specify _______ _ 
Q.16 What is your age? 
[] < 20 
[ ] 30 - 39 
[ ] 50 - 59 
Q .17 What is your sex? 
[] Male 
[ ] 20 - 29 
[ ] 40 - 49 
[] ~ 60 
[ ] Female 
Q.18 What is your monthly income from all sources? 
[] < 15,000 
[ ] 20,000- 24,999 
[ ] 30,000- 34,999 
[ ] 40,000- 44,999 
[ ] 15,000- 19,999 
[ ] 25,000- 29,999 
[ ] 35,000- 39,999 
[ ] ~ 45,000 
Q.19 What is your occupation? __ ----------
Q.20 What is the highest educational level have you attained? 
[ ] Primary school 
[ ] Matriculation 
[ ] Master degree 
[ ] Secondary school 
[ ] Bachelor degree 
[ 1 Doctorate degree 
[ ] Others, please specify ____ ---
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION! 
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THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG 
TELEGRAM ,Jlm,,: SINOVERSfTY 
SHAnN . NT· HONG KONG· TEL: 0·6952111 . TELEX ·,i:l\Dttt: 50301 CUHIC HX 
FAX Jil2:{1J~: (852) ~9So&23' 
Wi!.r"';)YEB· ~l3: ~. "'/1.E::'---
FULL-TIME MBA PROGRAMME 
FINAL YEAR PROJEcr 
TESfING A NEW PRODUCT CONCEPT 
••• QUESTIONNAIRE ..... 
As a token of our gratitude for your sending back this completed questionnaire, we shall 
send you a small gift (Chinese art). If you wish to receive the gift, please write your name 
and address in the space provided. 
Name: 
Address: __________ _ 
PLEASE TICK IN THE [] PROVIDED FOR THE ANSWER OF YOUR CHOICE OR CIRCLE THE 
LETTER WHICH CORRESPONDS TO YOUR ANSWER CHOICE. PLEASE NOTE THAT SOME 
QUESTIONS MAY REQUIRE SEVERAL CHOICES. 
P ART I: GENERAL QUESTIONS 
Q.l Does your company offer corporate club membership in clubs to eligible executives as part of their 
benefits package? 
[] Yes 
[ ] No, but this is under consideration at the moment (GOTO Q.3) 
[ ] No (GOTO Q.3) 
Q.2 Is your company, at present, a member of any club which provides facilities for playing tennis? 
[] No 
[] Yes 
Club No. 1 
N&IJle: ______ _ 
Joining Fee:S ____ _ 
Monthly Fee:$ ____ _ 
Club No. 2 Club No. 3 
$-------- $_--------
$ $_---------
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PART IT: THE NEW PRODUcr CONCEPT 
Most clubs provide their members with a host of facilities, e. g. ~g pool, sauna & therapeutic massage, 
cafe/restaurant, karaoke bar, video room, changing/locker rooms, B-B-Q terrace, etc. Suppose that there 
is a new club which provides ail these PLUS t;b.e following unique features: 
1) ex-professional tennis players available at all times to coach and/or play with members; 
2) intensive, li~-in tennis clinics of different durations; 
3) quarterly and annual tournaments to win members' own jackpot prize money; 
4) air-conditioned buses to bring members to the club from various pick-up points in the 
territory and vice vena. 
Q.3 What is the possibility of your company joining this new club, based solely on the features of the 
product given above? 
POSsmILITY OF JOINING CHANCE 
Certain, practically certain .......... (99 out of 100) ...... a 
Almost sure ..................•.. (9 out of 10) ....... b 
Very probable ................... ( 8 out of 10) ...•... c 
Probable .........•............. (7 out of 10) ....... d 
Good possibility .................. (6 out of 10) ....... e 
Fairly Good possibility ............. ( S out of 10) ....... f 
Fair possibility .......•..........• (4 out of 10) ....... g 
Some possibility .................. (3 out of 10) ....... h 
Slight possibility . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ( 2 out of 10) ....... i 
Very slight possibility .............. ( lout of 10) ....... j 
No chance or almost no chance ...... ( lout of 100) ....... k 
PART III: PRICE 
The joining/membership fee is usually composed of two (2) components-the entrance fee and a debenture 
which is usually expressed in a definite number of shares of ownership in the club. The entrance fee can 
be considered as a sun.k cost, whereas the debenture, an investment. The debenture may be sold back to 
the club some time in the future when club membership reaches the set maximum; the value of the 
debenture will depend on the value of each share at the time. 
Q.4 Suppose that the joining/membership fee is made up of SO% entrance fee and another SO% 
debenture, what is the possibility of your company joining this club at each joining/membership fee 
set below, given the product described above? 
POSSmILITY OF JOINING CHANCE SSS,OOO $70,000 $8S,OOO 
Certain, practically certain .•.. (99 out of 100) ... a .•.• a . ... a 
Almost sure .•.•.•..•...... ( 9 out of 10) ... b .•. b .... b 
Very probable ..•.•....•... ( 8 out of 10) ... c .... 
Probable .•...••..••....•. ( 7 out of 10) d ..• 
c . .•. c 
d .•.• d 
Good possibility ............ ( 6 out of 10) ... e . • .• e .•.. e 
Fairly Good possibility •..•... ( S out of 10) ... f . . .• f ••... f 
Fair possibility ............ ~ ( 4 out of 10) .•• g.... g ...• g 
Some possibility ......•..... ( 3 out of 10) ... h ... h .... h 
Slight possibility •...•....... ( 2 out of 10) .•• i .... i ..... i 
Very slight possibility ........ ( 1 out of 10) ..• j .... j ..... j 
No chance or almost no chance (lout of 100) .•• k ...• k ...• k 
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PART IV: PLACE 
Here, we shall assume that easy access would be one of the key factors which would affect the possibility 
of your company's joining the proposed club. Suppose that there are only two (2) possible locations for the 
said club, i.e.,Taipo or Saikung. 
Q.5 What is the possibility of your company joining the club at each of these locations, given the product 
described above and the price (joining/membership fee) set at HKSSS,OOO? 
POSSIBILITY OF JOINING CHANCE Taipo Saikung 
Certain, practically certain .•.. (99 out of 100) ... a .... a 
Almost sure ............... ( 9 out of 10) b ... b 
Very probable ....•........ ( 8 out of 10) c .... c 
Probable ................. ( 7 out of 10) d ... d 
Good possibility ............ ( 6 out of 10) e .... e 
Fairly Good possibility ..•.... ( 5 out of 10) f .... f 
Fair possibility ............. ( 4 out of 10) g •••• g 
Some possibility ............ ( 3 out of 10) h ... h 
Slight possibility .•.......... ( 2 out of 10) i .... 
Very slight possibility ........ ( lout of 10) ... j .... j 
No chance or almost no chance (lout of 100) ... k .... k 
PART V: OTHER RELATED OUESTIONS 
Q.6 If your company plans to join the club, would it prefer to pay the joining/membership fee on a 
three-year installment basis? 
[ ] Yes [] No 
[ ] Yes, but it depends on the terms 
Q.7 Would an install.ment scheme enhance the possibility of your company's joining the club? 
[] Yes [] No 
Q.8 If there were as many as 10 tennis courts in the club, what do you think the optimal number of 
members in this club should be? 
Q.9 
[ ] 200 - 400 [ ] 40 1 • 600 [ ] 601 - 800 
[ ] 801 - 1,000 [ ] 1,001· 1,200 [ ] 1,201- 1,400 
[ ] Others, please specify ______ _ 
Regardless of your choice, would you consider the club described above as good value for one's 
money and therefore you would recommend it to others (individuals and/or companies)? 
[] Yes [] No 
Append\x 6 Questionnaire sent to companies 
PART VI: CORPORATE INFORMATION 
Q.I0 In which business is your company mainly involved? 
[ ] Hotel 
[ ] Financial Services 
[ ] Consul tancy 
[] Trading 
[ ] Public Utility 
[ ] Manufacturing 
[ ] Retailing 
[ ] Office Equipment 
[ ] Insurance 
[ ] Advertising 
[ ] Others. please specify: _______ _ 
Q.l1 Where is your company's headquarters? 
[ ] United Kingdom 
[] Hong Kong 
[ ] Japan 
[] U.S.A. 
[ ] China 
[ ] Others, please specify: _______ _ 
Q.12 How many employees are there in your company? 
[ ] ~ 100 
[ ] 201 - 300 
[]>400 
[ ] 101 - 200 
[.] 301 - 400 
Q.13 What was your company's turnover in the last financial year? 
Q.14 What is your company's expected turnover in the coming financial year? 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION! 
Page Al::l 
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APrEtDTI1 :"BODCKTED RKYRIOE (HIS) 
TTKR Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
ROIT8I.f SOBSet! PTIOI FF.RS (Scbedu 1 e 1) 1, 140,000 4,~Hr.OO ~,~17,bOO 6,O6,,3&~ &, b 16,2" 
COORT FERS (Schedule 2) 504,411. lr15J,46Q 1,268,816 l,395,bQl 1 ,~H,tb1 
COACH FEKS (Schedule 3) 1,113 ,480 3,47.4,344 3,'/66,118 ., 143,4~6 4f~~1,801. 
IEEKEID CLINTC P.OGRAWS (Sdeduh 4) 4&Q,800 1,104,840 l,llS,]'" 1,Jlb,856 1,470,~4" 
ACCOKROOlTTOI (Scbedule ~) 168,q&0 U~,632 4qO,H~ ~3q,11~ ~91,136 
GURST FEES (Scbednle 6) 58,140 11.2,220 11.1,110 14& ~ 6&4 H&,&64 
TR1ISPORT1TTOI FRF.S (Scbedlle 1) 106,Jl~ H2,Ql0 2&7,201 1'3,922 323,314 
USE OF OTHER FACIMTnS (Schednle S) 7~tOOO 165,000 U1 ,SOO 1",&50 2H;b15 
TOTAl. OPRRATTlC R~VRlOR = 3 r636 t 121 11.112[8H 1l[81'163~ 14[lH[81.0 1~[~1.2r636 
SCHF.DOLR J 
KOIT!l.Y SORSCRHTTON FRES 
Year 1 Y~ar 1. Year 3 Year • Year 5 
A} Reahership tee (RI$) 
a) IDdividual lelbersnip 350 385 n. U6 512 
b) Corporate telbersbip .~O 4'~ ~.~ ~~~ 6~' 
B) Inlb~r of letbers (*) 
a) Tndividual lelbers 350 &30 100 100 100 
b) Corporateaelbers l~O 2'10 300 lOO 300 
C) Calculation 
IDeOle : Nonthly subscription tee x 
natber ot letber x 
nUlber of lonths 
D) Annnati7.eri ineote tro. lontbly subscription fees (BKS) 
4,304,4H a) Tndividual letbers 7l~,000 2,'10,600 3,~~7,400 3, 9lJ, 140 
b) Corporate lelbers 405.600 1,bOl r 800 lr960,200 2,]5&,220 2[371,8(2 
Total 1[140(000 4 r~ 14,400 ~[~nl£oe; 6 t069 [lbO b[b7b t7.'b 
* lote 1) ASSUIp. the nu,ber of leabers in year I, 2, 3 is ~O%, qO%, 100% respectively ot tu}) club lelbership. 
2} Assule a 10% annual increase in lonthly subscription fees. 
3) OperatioD starts at the ,iddle of year 1 
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SCHEDULE 2 
CODIT FEES 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
A) Court tee (HIS/bour) 110. of brs 
a) 1 a .1. to bp. I. 11 30 33 36 40 H 
b) 6 p... to 11 p. I. ~ 40 .. U ~l ~q 
B) IUlber of operatinq weeks/year (*) 24 48 (8 4S 48 
C) lu.ber ot tennis courts 10 10 10 10 10 
n) Court occupancy rate no. of brs 
a) Monday to 1al-qal: 2 45% 5o, 50% 50% 50' 
Friday 9al-3pI: 6 ~O% 1.~' l~' 1.~% 7.~' 
Jpl-bpI: 3 45% ~o, 50% 50% ~O% 
bpl-l1 PI: ~ qot qO% qO% qO% qO% 
b) Saturday 131-'al: 1 ~5' 10' 10' 10' 10% 
'at-3p': 6 4~' ~o, ~O, ~o, ~O, 
3pl-bpI: 3 b5% 10% 70' 10% '10% 
bpl-ll PI: ~ '0% qO% '0% qO' qO% 
cl Sunday tntl day: lb '0% qO% qOt qO% qO% 
~) Calculatiol 
Daily nnlber of courts 1 sW'lation ot the prodnct ot 
ineole = (nu.ber ot bours in ditterent tile session x 
occupancy rate in the corresponding tile session 1 
court tee in tbe corresponding tile sessioD) 
lins 
iDcole ettect trol court bonrs occupied tor 
rUDuinq weekend cJinir. proqrals 
F) AnDuaJi1.ed incole trol court tee (B(S) 
a) leekday (Monday to Friday) 340,200 7n t OOO 871,200 q~8, no 1,054, 1 ~1. 
b) Saturday &1,896 1~3t806 1&',131 186,J06 204,116 
c) Sunday ~~,3n 1.01,bb2 228 ,429 251,217. Z1b ,n9 
Total ~O.r.J2 1, 1~3 ,46Q 1 ,2&8,816 1[3'~[M1 ll~1~l2b1 
* lote 1} 4 leeks are used tor laiDteuance purpose each ,ear. 
2) ls~u.e a 10% annuaJ increase in court tees. 
3) Operation starts at liddle of year I 
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SCIEDOr,F. ] 
COICI FKES 
Year 1 Year 2 
1) Coacb tee (IIS/bovr) 
a) Single coach ZOO 21.0 
,b) Doub1e coaches lOO no 
B) Coacb usage (per court boftr) no. ot brs 
a) 131-'pI: SingJe 11 is' 20% 
Double 11 ~, 10% 
b) bPI-llpl: Sinq I e 5 20' 15' 
Double ~ 20% 2~' 
Cl .naber ot coar.nes 10 10 
D) Ca 1 cn lati 01 
Daily ~ft.ber ot courts x sUllation ot t~e product ot 
iDeale = (nnlber ot bours in ditterent tile session x 
court occn~ancy rate in the correspondinq tile session x 
coacb usaqe rate in tbe corresponding tile SP-9S10B x 
coach tee in the corresponding tile sesslon) 
F.) ADnnali7.ed incole trol coach tees (B'S) 
a) leeiday (Ronday to Friday) 
b} Saturday 
c) Sunday 
* lote 1) Assule each coacb lorks 48 leeks each year. 
2} As~n.e 3 10% anuuaJ increase in court fees. 
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SCBF.DDLK 4 
IRRIRID CIIIITC PROGRUS Year 1 Year 2 Year 1 Year 4 Year 5 
1) Proqraa tees 
a) One person progral ],~OO 3,850 .,235 4,b~9 . 5,124 
b) Tlo peTsons progral 4t~OO 4,q~O ~,U~ ~,~90 h,~U 
r.) Fonr persons progral 1:~OO ft,l~O q ,015 ',983 10,'11 
8) Rool ocr.npancy rate tor tbis progral 
a) Jannary and Febrnary 55% bO' ~O' &0, bO' 
b) Warcb and April 3~t 40% 40% 40t 40% 
r.) May and ,June 45% ~O, 5o, 50% 5o, 
d) July aDd Anqust b~' 10% '10% 'lot '/0% 
e) Septelber and October 45' 50% 50' ~O% 50t 
t) lovelber and Decelber 3~t 40% 40% 40% 40% 
C) Progral proportion (by nUlber of rools) 
a) One person proqral 3 J 3 ] 
b) TlO persons progral ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
c) Fonr persons progral 2 2 2 2 2 
D) Cost per progra. 
a} ~r.comlodatlon (for Sat , Sun) 
i) One person proqT31 400 440 484 531 ~Sh 
ii) TlO persons proqra. 400 446 484 ~J2 ~86 
iii)Fnur persons proqral 800 880 ~b8 1 fOb5 1/111 
b) Weal (6 lP.als per day) 
i) One people progral 320 351. 381 (7.& Uq 
ii) TlO persons proqral b40 '/04 '114 8~l q]1 
iii)Four persons progra. 1 ,280 1,408 1,549 1,104 1,814 
c) Coacb tees (one coach per day tor 6 bours) 2,400 2,640 2,904 3:)q4 ],~14 
d) Court tees 420 U7. 508 ~5q b1 ~ 
e) Total cost 
i} One people proqral 3,540 3,894 .,283 4,112 ~r 183 
ii) fro persons progra. 3,8bO 4,246 4,b11 ~,138 ~ rb~l 
iii)Four persons progral 4,qOO 5,390 ~, 91.9 b:~12 1,1'14 
R) ADDualited ineole trol tbese proqra.s (B($) 
a) January and February 213,840 215,214 258 1 H& 184,h21 
b) Warcb and April H2,~bO l~b,81b 1'12,.98 In,H? 
r.) Ray and ,lURe 1'18,200 1'b,020 115, ~1.l 231,184 
d) July and August "10,bOO 1.4':480 114,42B 301,311 ]]1,0~8 
e) Septelber and October 145,800 11ft/ZOO 19&:01.0 115,b21. 231,184 
t) love.ber and Oece.ber 113,400 142,~bO 1~6,8lb 1'12,4'8 18',H1 
.b9,800 1.104,840 1. 215 r 324 1[33b.856 I [410[~.2 
* lote 1) ASSUle the proqral is held tor (8 operatinq leeks eacb year. 
2) Assnle a 10% annual increase in proqral tees. 
J) Operation starts at .iddle of year 1 
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ACCOIKOUTTOI Year 1 Year 2 Year J Year 4 Year 5 
A) leDt (B($ per rool) 400 440 484 H2 ~86 
R) Inlber ot rools (double) 10 10 10 10 10 
B) Occupancy rate 
a) leekend 
1) Clinic 4n ~n 52% ~l% 57.% 
ii) Tndividual 13' 11' 18% 18% 18% 
b) Weekday occupancy rate: 
i) Tnd hi dna I : 30t 3~' 35' 35% ]~, 
C) Calculation 
Annual Inlber ot roolS x 
ineole -: IUlber of leeks x 
lent I the SUI ot 
(l x weekend occupancy rate + 
5 t leekday occupation rate 
D) ADBUali1.ed incole trot acco'lodatioD Ibll'&O 44~cb31. 4'O!1'~ ~]'!21~ ~'][)]b 
{excluding that trol weeiend ctilic proqrals} 
* ~ote 1} Assnle the proqral is beld tor -8 operatilg leeis each year. 
2) Assule a 10' aDllal increase in progral tees. 
3) Operatiou starts at liddie ot year 1 
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SCBEDOLK ~ 
GOKST FKRS Year 1 Year 2 
1) Guest tee (HI$ per bead per visit) ~o ~ 
8) Assume: 
a) Proportion ot guest to lelbers to, 10' 
b) Court usage rate to estilate the DUlber ot 
lelbers who do cOle 
c) F.ach lether stays on tbe court tor 2 bours peT visit 
d) 50' ot the ti.e~ 1 member is on the court and another 
~O, ot tbe tile, 2 lelhers are on tbe court 
C) Calculation 
Daily UUlber at courts x sallation ot the product ot 
Incole :: (nu,ber ot hours in dittereDt tile session I 
court occupancy rate in the corresponding tile session) x 
(~O, x 1 f ~O, x ~)/l x 10' x 
gaest tee 
n) lnDlaljzed incOle trot quest tees (H(~) 
a) Tnr.olp. ~n weekdays 
b) Tueole OD Saturdays 
c) Tneole on Sundays 
Total 
t lote 1) Assule 43 operating leeks eacb year, 
2) Operation stJrts at .iddle ot year 1 
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Tear 4 Year 5 
bO ' bO 
10' 1o, 
nrsoo Ql,800 
7.3,1bO HI 7bO 
31.104 31,104 
Hb tbb4 14~[bb4 




1) Transportation tee (HIS per round trip) 
a) "elber 20 
b) Guest 30 
R) Usage rate 
1) 7aa-~pI 30t 
b) &pl-llPI ~o, 
C) Calculation 
Daily an,ber ot courts x sallation ot the product at 
lnco.e :: (nulber ot hOlrs in dittereDt tile sessiOD x 
court occupancy rate in corresponding tile session) x 
(~O, x 1 ~ ~o, x 1)/2 x (Ieaber transportation tee + 
lot x guest transportation tee) 
D) ADDUali1.ed iDCO.A trot transportation tees 
a) Ineole on weekdays &8,000 
b) Tneo.e OD Saturdays 1& ,'/D~ 
c) Tneole nn Sundays ],1 , &11 
Tota) 10hl31~ 
* lote 1) Ass"e 41 operating lee is each year. 
1) Assule a 10' annuaJ increase in transportatiol tees. 
3) Operation starts at liddle of year 1 
SCHEDULE 8 
OSR OF OTIF.R FACTLITTRS Year 1 
A) Annual ineole frot the Qse ot other 
ta~itities (e.q. sauna, sli'ling pool, 
pro-shop, .as~ager etc.) 7~rOOO 






]8,2~4 42, OH 
41r~H 52,298 
H2[910 2&7[201 
Year 7. Year 3 
lb5 [000 131.500 
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4h,7.81 ~O, 9th 
S7r~1.8 &:1,281 
293 [n2 ]7.][]J4 
Year 4 Year ~ 
U9[~50 219[~15 
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lPPEIDII 8 : BUDGETED EIPEISES (HI$) 
TTEM 
t. General Kanaqer's Salary Packa~e 
2. Financial Controller 
3. Statt salaries (Jl x BI$132,00O) 
4. Coaches salari~s (to x 9($131.,000) 
~. Otility (gas, Yater, electricity) 
b. laintenance 
7. Coacbes travel (JOOOO/yr) and insuraDce (l~OOOO/yr) 
8. Transportation (tuel cbarq~ about HKSIOOO/leet/car) 
10.Prolotion and entertainlent (10% ot revenue) 
TOn L RnEVS~S = 
t lote 1) ASSUle a 10' annual increase iD tbe r.ost. 
l) Op~Tation starts at liddle of year 1 




1, 320 ,000 1,4~1.rOOO 
400,000 880,000 
150,000 550,000 
180 t 000 198:000 
50,000 110,000 
3b3, b13 Ll11,287. 
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